
A God 911 

Chapter 911: Chaos Masters Brawl 

Wang Yi, who was wandering in the dark void, suddenly received a message from the ruler of Qingye. 

"Master of Jiujiang, come quickly." 

Master Qingye seemed to be in a hurry and sent Wang Yi a guiding position. 

Wang Yi glanced at the endless dark space filled with black airflow, "It seems that Qingye is in trouble..." 

Wang Yi did not hesitate, disappeared, and rushed towards the location given by the master of Qingye. 

In the destruction of the cave, the area is vast and boundless, that is, the amazing power dominated by 

chaos, it will take some time to travel. 

When Wang Yi arrived, he found that a group of chaotic masters had gathered here. 

"boom!" 

As if the cosmos had collapsed, the vast divine power fluctuations surged here. 

Lord Qingye was wearing black gold armor, holding a golden war sword, and his whole body was flying 

with golden clouds. His sharpness was incomparable, and the dazzling golden light penetrated the void, 

and he was at a standstill with another Chaos Lord. 

"Kill!" There was a mysterious giant bird phantom behind him, and the loud chirping sounded, 

resounding through the void, and the golden flames steamed, destroying the dead and pouring down. 

In this area of "Boom", the black ocean composed of the power of destruction was evaporated to 

dryness, revealing an infinite vacuum. 

And what was fighting against him was an incomparably huge, strange life with five huge skeletons 

shrouded in five-colored cold flames. A mysterious brilliance was shrouded around it, and a strange 

wave rushed out. "Bang" This was a violent collision, as if two huge universes collided together, and the 

terrifying fluctuations covered the sky and the tide came in, annihilating everything. 

Wang Yi also saw that in the center of the battlefield, there were many strange-colored stones floating 

in the center of the battlefield. There were thousands of them, far exceeding the sum of what Wang Yi 

had discovered before. 

So many Origin Stones are enough for the Chaos Lord to fight for it as best he can. 

In the other direction, the Lord of Xuanman and Lord of Yingtuo are also entangled with the other three 

Lords of Chaos. 

Even during the battle, they kept getting closer to the center and put away the source stone. 

This dark space is almost boiling! 

The arrival of Wang Yi also attracted their attention. 
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"There's another one." The idea came to the minds of the three cultivators, the Primal Chaos Lord and 

the primitive life side. 

The master of Qingye and the three masters of chaos were happy and sent a voice transmission to Wang 

Yi. "Jiujiang Master, you came just right. There are a lot of Origin Boundary Stones here. Help us **** 

them, and then distribute them according to the credit." This is what they said before. What an 

individual finds is earned by the individual, and the team gains, and is distributed according to the 

output. 

Wang Yi nodded. In fact, he didn't care much about the Origin Boundary Stone, but he didn't do 

anything in this situation. 

Seeing Wang Yi flying towards the source of the world, the three chaotic masters of Wujianlou became 

more entangled. The three cultivators, the chaotic masters and the primitive life, understood that they 

were people from Wujianlou. 

"Stop him." 

"Don't let him go." 

"Let him pass, and the Origin Boundary Stone will be gone, stop him." 

The four Chaos Masters immediately reached a consensus. 

One of the cultivators, an alien beast with cyan scales all over his body, used his means to get rid of the 

obstruction of the Xuanman ruler, roared angrily, and rushed towards Wang Yi. "Boom!" The endless 

cyan wind blew his face, and his divine power was boiling. An ancient cyan mirror flew over. Draw out an 

eternal light, this Chaos Master weapon is very terrifying. 

Wang Yi shook his head, "What are you fighting for? With such a few Origin Boundary Stones, everyone 

should be in harmony. Wouldn't it be better to divide them equally according to the head..." 

After all, Wang Yi said that he also knew that these chaotic masters would not listen to him. 

All things are reasonable, but also practice, and what do you need strength to do. 

A war knife appeared in Wang Yi's hand, and with a random wave, when the two weapons collided, a 

splendid fire was drawn in the void. This was a terrifying duel that belonged to the master of chaos. 

The look of the alien beast master of chaos is even colder. 

After the trial just now, it found that the Chaos Lord who just appeared in front of him is not weak! 

This makes it feel like the next fight is going to be a bit of a hassle. 

The body of the alien beast Chaos Lord is majestic and majestic. It is like a universe in the void. Every 

piece of cyan scales is full of brilliance, the secret pattern is faint, and a pair of eyes is larger than a star 

field. 

It roared and filial piety, the entire void exploded! With endless murderous intent! The mighty power of 

the Chaos Lord is on full display! 



But Wang Yi didn't mean to entangle and fight with it at all. "Donghua's Peerless Secret Art of Breaking 

the East River" casts it into a phantom, surpassing the confinement of space at a strange and 

inexplicable speed. 

All the attacks of the alien beast Chaos Lord were left behind, and all were useless. 

"Damn!" The Chaos Lord of the alien beast was furious. "Stay and fight with me!" 

The three Chaos Lords in the distance were also furious when they saw it. 

"Zheng Lin didn't stop him." 

"This master of chaos is actually so fast!" 

The secret technique "Donghua" performed by Wang Yi is a set of escaping techniques. Once it is 

performed, it can be transformed into a beam of brilliance... It's almost unbelievable, and it can easily 

penetrate layers of space. Escape for life. 

Wang Yi's current state of display is unparalleled even more quickly, even if it is the master of chaos, not 

many can catch up with him. 

However, the three Chaos Masters in Wujianlou were delighted and excited. 

"Good job! The ruler of Jiujiang!" 

"Haha, I didn't expect the ruler of Jiujiang to have this ability!" 

The sharp-eared woman, the practitioner of the green robe, and the five-headed skeleton life wanted to 

help her companions to stop Wang Yi, but Xuanman controlled how they made them do so, and they 

shot one after another, and the two sides fought fiercely in this dark space. 

At this time, the brilliance in the void was prosperous, like a chaotic light that opened up the sky and the 

earth, each of which was a sharp sword, shining on Wang Yi. 

"boom!" 

At the same time, a **** hand seemed to be protruding from the black hole of the universe. It was 

strong and terrifying. Under a shock, it seemed that everything was destroyed and nothing existed. 

"Is there anyone else?" Wang Yi was very calm, his body suddenly burst into a turbulent wave of 

destruction like an abyss, and a terrifying knife sound resounded through the heavens and the earth. 

Destruction Tides! 

The black light of the knife smeared the whole world into darkness, which was more silent and darker 

than the destruction of the cave before. dominate. 

"Interesting!" The two Chaos Masters were not afraid of Wang Yi's knife at all, and at the same time 

they stepped forward to shoot. 

A huge tearing force surged forward, and the black light drowned the two Chaos Masters like water 

waves. 



"Bang!" Then the two Chaos Masters rushed out, not injured at all. 

But Wang Yi never thought to kill them, stop them, and continue to fly towards the source stone. 

And the two Chaos Masters and the Alien Chaos Masters who just appeared have reached a tacit 

agreement, how can Wang Yi be satisfied and take action at the same time! 

However, Wang Yi mastered the "Donghua Secret Technique. After all, this secret technique is the most 

heaven-defying escape technique in the Donghe lineage. 

"Swipe!" Wang Yi appeared at some of the Origin Boundary Stones floating, and when he grabbed it, he 

put away a piece of Origin Boundary Stone. 

The Chaos Lord behind him looked ugly when he saw it. 

"damn it!" 

"How can he be so fast." 

"I can't stop him at all, since that's the case..." 

The two chaotic masters and the alien beast chaotic masters flew in the direction of the other Origin 

Boundaries without hesitation. Since Wang Yi could not be stopped, they could only **** as many Origin 

Boundaries as possible. 

And Wang Yi was faster and could always grab the Origin Boundary Stone before them. 

To make matters worse, Wang Yi deliberately turned against them. Whenever they wanted to get the 

Origin Boundary Stone, they rushed over to grab the Origin Boundary Stone, which made them lose and 

smoked a few Qi orifices that were dominated by Chaos, but even so. , they also had no choice but to 

avoid Wang Yi as much as possible. 

And after all, there were so many of them, Wang Yi couldn't stop them once they separated, so he could 

only take away the Origin Boundary Stones with as many positions as possible. 

"Brush!" Wang Yi's figure appeared illusory, and took away a few Origin Stones scattered here from the 

void. 

"Phew!" In another position, a towering and huge alien animal with antlers growing on its head and 

flickering cyan scales all over its body sucked in some of the Origin Boundary Stones scattered around it, 

and then the figure disappeared again. 

Every Chaos Master is doing everything in his power to scavenge the Origin Stone. 

The source stone, but the treasure that the gods and kings value, as long as you see it, you can't miss it! 

Soon... the source stone in this place was swept away. 

The battle is over, the battle is meaningless, and all Chaos Masters have stopped. 

"hateful." 



"So many Origin Boundary Stones, I only grabbed less than a hundred!" A Chaos Lord felt 

uncomfortable. 

The eyes of all the chaotic masters were focused on Wang Yi. 

As for the master of Qingye, they also joined Wang Yi and confronted the other three parties, all with 

smiles. 

They also saw the scene just now. Although they knew that Wang Yi was very strong, they didn't expect 

to be so powerful in terms of speed. They were completely playing with other chaos masters. 

The pointed-eared woman stared at Wang Yi. "Good trick, this chaotic master is very face-to-face, don't 

know what to call him?" 

Before Wang Yi could speak, the Lord of Xuanman laughed: "This is the new Chaos Lord of our 

Wujianlou, the Lord of Jiujiang." 

"New lord?" Several chaotic lords showed surprised expressions. 

"New?" The sharp-eared woman also looked at Wang Yi. "New Jin has such a strong strength?" 

In the battle just now, Wang Yi didn't just run away without fighting back. 

The combat power displayed is definitely higher than the level of ordinary chaos masters, that is, it is not 

much worse than them, and it can almost be said to be one level. 

So strong, is he a newcomer? 

"You Wujianlou are really amazing. Your ruler of Jiujiang is also amazing. He stole almost 70% of the 

Origin Boundary Stones just now." The Primal Chaos Master's voice was cold. "This time, you have taken 

advantage. I hope you will have such good luck next time." 

"Walk." 

"unlucky!" 

At the end of the competition, the chaotic masters did not intend to stay and entangle, and left one 

after another. 

There is no point in continuing to entangle, they all went to other places to search, and there may be 

more origin stones in other places, which is one of the reasons why they give up easily. 

Another reason is that after all, it is close to the Wujian Building site, and they dare not go too far. 

"Hahaha…" 

When the chaotic masters left, the Xuanman masters also surrounded Wang Yi. 

"I didn't expect Jiujiang Lord to have such means. This speed is really amazing. I was shocked when I saw 

it." Yingtuo Lord smiled. 

Master Qingye also showed a smile on his icy face and nodded, "Indeed, much faster than me." 



Lord Xuanman sighed with emotion: "Thanks to Lord of Jiujiang, otherwise, if you want to fight for these 

Origin Stones, you don't know when you will fight. Even if there is a result in the end, it will definitely 

not be as good as now." 

When the news of the Origin Boundary Stone spreads, as time goes by, more and more Chaos Lords 

come here, and the competition will become more and more fierce. 

With more monks and less porridge, everyone gets less. 

As for the secret technique that Wang Yi used, although they could not recognize the secret technique, 

they also noticed that it was not the secret technique of Wujielou, but they did not ask. 

Each chaotic master has its own chance and secrets, maybe it is where the Jiujiang master got the secret 

technique. 

Now that the fight is over, the next step is to distribute the spoils. 

Wang Yi glanced at the three chaotic masters in front of him, knowing their thoughts, and without 

dawdling, he directly threw out the Origin Boundary Stones that he had obtained before. Suddenly, 

stones of strange colors were suspended in the void, and each stone flickered and made people feel The 

power of heartbeat makes people have the urge to eat. 

Thousands of Origin Boundary Stones gathered together, making the faces of the three chaotic masters, 

including the Xuanman master, show joy on their faces. 

"So much?" Master Qingye couldn't help but said. 

Master Xuanman and Master Yingtuo were also a little surprised. They all knew that Wang Yi took 

advantage of his speed to grab most of the Origin Boundary Stones, but the exact number was unclear. 
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Wang Yi nodded, "In the competition just now, 1,181 were snatched, and they are all here." 

Hearing this specific number, Ying Tuo dominates the trio without any doubt. 

They are all masters of chaos, and they believe that Wang Yi will not shamelessly falsely report numbers 

for such a point of origin stone. 

1181, more than they thought. 

Next is how to allocate. 

Lord Qingye glanced at the crowd and said, "This time, we were able to get so many Origin Boundary 

Stones, and Lord Jiujiang made great efforts. I propose that Lord Jiujiang occupy half and the other three 

of us share equally." 

The Prime Minister of Xuanman and the Prime Minister of Yingtuo looked at each other and nodded. 

Wang Yi's performance just now was obvious to all. To be able to obtain so many Origin Boundary 

Stones, he mainly relied on Wang Yi. They knew that they did not object to this proposal. 

"I think so." 



"That's all it takes to distribute." 

"How do you feel about the ruler of Jiujiang?" 

They looked at Wang Yi at the same time. 

Wang Yi nodded slightly. "I have no opinion." 

As a result, Wang Yi got 581 Origin Boundary Stones, and Qingye dominated the rest and divided them 

equally, with 200 per person. 

Everyone is quite satisfied with this distribution result. 

However, after the allocation, the four Chaos Lords separated again. 

The efficiency of the four people gathering together to search is not as good as the scattered search. 

Even if they are found together, how will the four people be divided? 

After all, the treasure left by the explosion of a ruined star is limited. If you don't act fast, you will get 

nothing when the other chaos masters have searched. 

Qingye dominates them. Through this battle, their understanding of Wang Yi has also changed. 

At least they know... This ruler of Jiujiang, in addition to being good at will secret arts, at least in terms 

of speed, he is also very good at escape. 

Chapter 912: hidden place 

The boundless chaotic void, vast and boundless. 

Suddenly, a crack opened on its own, and two powerful figures suddenly appeared in the vortex 

channel. 

"Brother Jie, the destruction of Dongtian is ahead." A slender and thin man with green robes and white 

hair smiled at the gray robe boy next to him. 

"Thank you, Brother Kuzhu." The gray-robed youth, who looked ordinary and breathless, nodded. 

"Haha, I have to thank Brother Jie for taking care of my business." The green-robed white-haired man 

said with a smile. They are the masters of chaos who are good at teleportation of the void, and his 

teleportation business is also aimed at these strong people, and the weaker ones can't get enough 

treasures at all. Or even if you can take it out, you won't be willing! 

The one who is willing to spend a lot of money to send it to the ruined cave is the big gold lord, and he 

can't wait for more such people. 

The boy in gray robe is naturally Wang Yi's incarnation of the world beast. For the sake of safety, he has 

been practicing outside the boundless universe for all these years. 

With the ability of the incarnation of a world beast to be "invisible and invisible", there is no problem in 

disguising as a practitioner. 
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He was a step slower than the deity before he found a nearby chaotic master "Bitter Bamboo Ancestor" 

who was good at teleportation in the void. I asked him to take him to the Destruction Cave, otherwise 

he didn't know how long it would take to travel. 

"Since it's already here, let's part." The gray-robed boy said. 

"Ancestor Bitter Bamboo" said with concern: "Brother Jie, it is extremely dangerous to destroy Dongtian. 

You have to be careful. Next time you come to visit my business, I can give you a discount." 

The young man in gray robe coughed, "Thank you, Brother Kuzhu." 

"Then I wish you a smooth journey, Brother Jie, and look forward to seeing you next time." Kuzhu 

Patriarch smiled, turned around and waved his hand, the surrounding space distorted and collapsed, 

forming a vortex channel, Kuzhu Patriarch smiled and greeted the gray-robed boy again. Just walk in. 

After Bitter Bamboo Patriarch left, the gray-robed youth looked at the dark hole that gave off a strong 

aura of destruction in the distance. 

In the entire chaotic void, there is more than one such hole, and through these holes, you can enter the 

cave of destruction. 

"Destroy the cave..." The gray-robed boy's eyes were deep and dark, just like the entrance of this dark 

cave, unfathomable. "I feel that pure, primitive, and source of destruction." 

A black palace appeared, the gray-robed boy flew in, and the black palace turned into a streamer and 

flew towards the dark cave. 

Inside the Tongtian Tower, on a beautiful island, the appearance of a gray-robed boy attracted the 

attention of the creatures here. 

"Master." A beast with three tails and eight claws flew over excitedly. 

The gray-robed boy glanced at this Chi Li. It has been several times of reincarnation, and he is still a true 

god. 

Like a **** tortoise lying in a pond, the 'Mo Tuo' raised his head and looked at it, slowly crawling over, 

although the Mo Tuo is the descendant of the Chaos Lord, with an extraordinary bloodline, but 

hundreds of millions of years have passed, and now it is still the true **** level of the void. , Because it 

was too comfortable, there has been no breakthrough. 

The gray-robed boy just stepped on it and kicked it aside. 

The big tortoise rolled and fell into the pond, shaking its head and slowly crawling out. 

"His Royal Highness." A chaotic master-level puppet life in Tsing Yi, the housekeeper 'Wu Qi' also 

brought several eternal true gods such as the servant 'Poyue Rhinoceros' who had been tamed over the 

years. 

On the island, there are rolling splendid palaces, and there are a large number of Void True God puppet 

soldiers patrolling and guarding under the leadership of the Eternal True God Puppet Commander. 

This is Wang Yi's current team. After all, he still bears the name of a descendant of the Wu Kingdom. 



It's just that compared with the 'world beast army' bred by the incarnation of world beasts, it is far 

inferior, and it will not be able to make it to the stage. After Wang Yi has a site, or it will come in handy. 

… 

When the incarnation of the beast entered the cave of destruction, Wang Yi and the others, the chaotic 

masters, also searched almost the scope of the explosion of the destruction of the stars. 

The four Chaos Masters meet again. 

"This time the harvest is not bad." The three masters of chaos, including the master of Xuanman, were 

in a good mood. 

Destroying the Stars doesn’t mean that good things fall out every time it explodes, and even if there are, 

they won’t fall into their own hands, but will be picked up by others… 

And this time, because it was the Origin Boundary Stone, everyone present had a little gain. 

"It would be great if we could encounter the destruction of the star of destruction every day." Master 

Shadow Tuo joked. 

The master of Xuanman glared: "Don't think so, how dangerous it is to destroy the stars. It's okay to 

have one once in a while, but you often encounter them? Are you looking for death?" 

The Master of Shadow Tuo said: "I just think about it, it is still difficult to encounter the destruction of 

stars." 

In the depths of the Destruction Cave, the probability of the Destruction Stars appearing is definitely 

much higher, but it is also more dangerous, and the Chaos Lord does not dare to pass easily. 

On the periphery, Destruction Stars rarely drift over, so it is safer. 

When they continued to set off, this time the four Chaos Masters would not take the White Bird 

spaceship dominated by Xuanman. 

Wang Yi said, "Where are we going next?" 

After the battle just now, the Lord of Xuanman became more friendly towards Wang Yi, and took the 

initiative to say to him: "Destroy Dongtian, every place where treasures are born will be occupied by 

various forces, or it is too dangerous to not be able to. Approach at will, our exploration is to avoid all 

forces, so as not to conflict, unless we find those places where treasures are hidden." 

The master of Yingtuo also said with emotion: "Yes, the place where the treasures are born in the 

destruction of the cave is not static. In fact, the destruction of the tides and the destruction of the stars 

are the evolutionary effects of the rules of the destruction of the cave, and some new environments will 

always be born, which may be accompanied by some treasures. , if you can find a resource point that 

has never been discovered, it will be big." 

A hidden new resource point, the treasure may never have been collected, so usually the harvest is 

amazing! 



Master Qingye added, "Even if you can't get the treasure from the new location, as long as you report it, 

you can get a lot of contributions. As long as the resources you find are rich enough, even if you want to 

change the treasures of the gods, there is no problem." 

This is also the reason why many chaotic masters are keen to come here to explore treasure hunts, that 

is, "hit luck"! 

As long as you discover a new resource point, you can often get more wealth than a Chaos Lord's entire 

net worth! 

Wang Yi asked, "Are we just searching aimlessly?" 

The destruction of the cave is so big, if the master of chaos wants to explore carefully, and explore 

hundreds of reincarnation eras, it may not be possible to explore the case. 

Lord Yingtuo, Lord Xuanman and Lord Qingye looked at each other and said, "Of course not..." 

"To be honest, Master of Jiujiang, there is a reason why I invited you this time." Master Yingtuo said. 

"What we are going to say next involves some secrets, and I hope you can keep them secret." 

Wang Yi's heart moved. 

"Actually... a long time ago, I came to Destruction Cave once, and I accidentally discovered a hidden 

resource point," said Ying Tuozhu. "But that place seems to have just been conceived not long ago, there 

are not many things, I left in a hurry." 

"Oh?" Wang Yi raised his brows. 

A hidden resource point, which is a huge benefit! 

Because only you know, others don't, you can naturally harvest from here. 

The Master of Shadow Tuo said helplessly: "Master of Jiujiang, you must be wondering why I said it?" He 

looked at Wang Yi, "That's because this resource point has been discovered!" 

Lord Xuanman and Lord Qingye didn't change their expressions, as if they knew it earlier. 

Since they came out with Yingtuo Master, they must have known a lot of inside information in advance. 

"I can't stay in the cave of destruction forever, and it's too dangerous, so when I leave, I leave some 

arrangements there, and let a divine power incarnate to guard." Ying Tuozhu looked gloomy. 

"I have studied that place. It takes a long time for treasures to be born, and it will take a long time for 

me to go to Ruindongtian without relying on Wujianlou, so I only come to check it once in a while, and I 

dare not stay for too long each time. , leave quickly." 

"That place is not in the control area of Wujianlou, but an area close to primitive life. I have always been 

careful not to let people discover it. Because the value of this place is more than the sum of my wealth." 

Lord Shadow Tuo said, his expression gloomy. 

"However, not long ago, I suddenly discovered that someone broke into that place and killed my 

incarnation of divine power. All my arrangements could not stop that person at all." 



"I realized that the resource point was discovered, and the time was running out, so I immediately asked 

the ruler of Qingye and the ruler of Xuanman here to check it out for me." 

The Shadow Master became more and more gloomy, and his voice was cold. "It turned out that my 

place was occupied by a primitive life!" 

Hearing this, Wang Yi said, "That primitive life is very strong, what can you do?" 

Shadow Tuo dominates, the strength is still very strong. 

If you add the master of Qingye and the master of Xuanman, they are the best among the masters of 

chaos, even masters like Cangli can fight for a fight. 

Lord Yingtuo was a little helpless and nodded, "That primitive life, called Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, is the 

Lord of Chaos in itself, because of its special bloodline and amazing supernatural powers, the three of us 

together can suppress it, but it is very difficult to defeat. It, let alone kill it." 

Lord Qingye said at this time: "Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey is naturally good at will secret arts, and it is very 

difficult to deal with in this regard, and the three of us are not very good at this, so we need you to 

cooperate with the Lord of Jiujiang." 

Of course, they also have the reason why the Jiujiang ruler is a new ruler and is good for bargaining. 

Otherwise, there must be more than Wang Yi, the chaotic master who is good at the secret technique of 

will, and can invite others, not Wang Yi. 

"Also, more importantly, there is the place of primitive life, Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, there must be 

some strong acquaintances there, once we break through and find that we are lost, Lei Lie Red Spirit 

Monkey may take away the secret treasure. The news of the land spread." 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo said, "So this time we go, mainly to let Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey bow his head." 

Wang Yi understood, 

Resource points are found, there is no way to restore them. 

But the treasure of the resource point, no one is willing to give up. 

Then it can only be negotiated. 

Although Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey occupies the resource point, it can not be afraid of the shadow to 

dominate them, but it absolutely does not want the resource point to be known to everyone. 

Both sides were apprehensive. 

All in all, it's better to get together than to break up in one shot. 

In the end, there must be a compromise, but how to distribute the benefits is a problem. 

It depends on the strength of both sides. 

There is also a reason for the Lord of Shadow Tuo to bring Wang Yi here. He alone can't do anything 

about the Leilie Red Monkey, and he is not even the opponent's opponent. The momentum has the 



upper hand, and the next negotiation will be much more beneficial, and Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey will 

also give in. 

For a hidden resource point, Yingtuo Master is well-intentioned. 

Wang Yi also figured out the ins and outs of the matter. 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, is an ancient primitive life, the master of chaos. First of all, the body is very 

strong, and then he is proficient in the secret art of will, at least much more powerful than Ying Tuo 

master. 

In this fight, although Yingtuozhu and the others are definitely stronger than a Leilie red spirit monkey, 

but once Leilie red spirit monkey casts the secret technique of will, Yingtuozhu and them will definitely 

be affected, even if they can suppress Leilie red spirit monkey , nor can it achieve the purpose of 

suppressing the opponent's spirit. 

So they wanted to invite a strong man who was proficient in the secret art of will, and Wang Yi fell into 

their eyes. 

Although Wang Yi can't be said to be the most powerful will master among the chaotic masters, he is 

also one of the best, stronger than him. 

And this kind of chaotic master, there are not many in Wujianlou, and even less in Destruction Cave, 

suitable candidates are actually hard to find, and they have to share benefits with each other... 

After some deliberation, they finally chose Wang Yi, a pink and tender newcomer. 

The master of Yingtuo solemnly looked at Wang Yi who was thinking, "Master of Jiujiang, what do you 

think? If you are willing to help, we can share with you the profit of the resource point." 

Master Qingye and Master Xuanman also looked at Wang Yi. 

Instead, they hoped that Wang Yi would agree, so they could hurry up and clean up the Lei Lie Red Spirit 

Monkey, lest there would be too many dreams at night. 
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risky, how could Wang Yi refuse. 

In fact, Wang Yi doesn't really care about the harvest of those resource points that Yingtuo Master said, 

no matter how much more harvested, is it compared to the wealth on his body? 

The wealth of a hidden treasure is not bad compared to the last treasure of a **** king. 

The treasures of the gods and kings on Wang Yi's body can be assembled together. 

However, since the Lord of Shadow Tuo told him the matter, he could not refuse directly. 

All kinds of thoughts flashed across his mind, Wang Yi's face remained calm and he raised his head. 

"Since the Prime Minister of Yingtuo has invited me, of course I'm happy to help, but it's better to clarify 

some things in advance. I want to know, how much of the treasure can I share?" 

Hearing Wang Yi's words, Lord Yingtuo, Lord Xuanman, and Lord Qingye felt relieved. 



Since Wang Yi is interested, it is easy to say. 

The three prime ministers of Chaos Lord Ying Tuo glanced at each other, and the Lord Ying Tuo said: "It 

depends on how much we can force the Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey to make concessions. The more the 

beast gives, the more we get naturally, but We can't do too much either, just in case that beast fish dies 

and the net breaks." 

"Let's put it this way, we have discussed it before, I will account for at least 30% of the harvest of the 

treasure, and you will share the rest." Lord Yingtuo looked at Wang Yi seriously, "In other words, you can 

make that beast give in more. The more you get, the more you get." 

From the tone of voice, you can hear the hatred of Ying Tuo Master for Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey. 

Isn't it, he could have enjoyed the treasure land all by himself and made a fortune in silence. 

As a result, the Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey broke in and snatched away the treasure. The master of 

Yingtuo can only find someone to help, and he has to share more benefits! 

This time, the reason why the Lord of Shadow Tuo brought Wang Yi and several strong men to join 

forces was to make the monkey look good! Otherwise, it's hard to feel bad. 

Chapter 913: Lei Lie red monkey 

After discussing with the three Chaos Masters, Wang Yi set off. 

After leaving the Wujianlou site, he quietly passed through the control areas of several forces, and after 

spending some time, he finally arrived at a place with a particularly strong black airflow. 

Wang Yi saw from a distance the huge, mutilated black stone in the distance. 

It is said to be a stone, but its volume is comparable to a million light-years. 

Exudes a strong wave of destruction. 

This is "star crushed stone"... it is left behind after the explosion of the destruction star. This black stone 

will condense inside the destruction star, and the explosion is from the inside out, so the star is broken, 

and many gravels are scattered in all directions, and Even if it is broken, it still has some kind of invisible 

connection with Destruction Cave, and it is impossible to take it away. Even if it is taken away from 

Destruction Cave, it will turn into powder. 

"That hidden treasure is right here." Yingtuo dominated the green triangular small eyes emitting a cold 

light. Although he was taken away from the site, he still secretly left many arrangements on the gravel 

of the stars, so he clearly felt the existence of the treasure. 

"When I discovered this place, the treasures in it had just been conceived and were not yet mature. 

After so many years, the treasures should be about to be conceived and mature. The Leilie Red Spirit 

Monkey knew about this situation and must still remain in the treasure land now. "Master Yingtuo 

gritted his teeth. He had been waiting so hard for so many years, but at the last minute someone picked 

the peaches, and his heart must be full of anger. 
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The Lord of Xuanman and Lord of Qingye also came here once, but in order not to scare the snakes, they 

pretended to be passing by. It's not that Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey has not guessed whether they were 

sent by the original owner of the treasure land, but there is still a chance. 

It is well known to everyone that both parties are unwilling to get it. If the news is leaked, it will not be 

good for them to attract other forces to compete for this treasure. 

As for reporting it to Wujianlou... that is the last choice, and it is close to the site of primitive life. If the 

news is not leaked, it will be fine. If the news is leaked, other forces will come to compete. Wujianlou 

must also consider whether it is worth the effort for this place. worth. 

After all, all parties have unspoken rules. It is good that resources occupying other forces' territory like 

this are not discovered. If they are discovered, they can't justify it. 

The Master of Shadow Tuo said: "I'll make some arrangements first, and I'll bring out the Leilie Red Spirit 

Monkey later, so I'll trouble you all to take action together, teach it a good lesson, and let it know how 

powerful it is." 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo began to set up, releasing a gray sphere at regular intervals, with mysterious 

and colorful patterns on the sphere, and finally faintly linked into a chaotic array that spreads all over 

the void, and the entire huge and majestic array exudes an invisible power. , of course, the general 

chaos master can't feel it, only the perception is very keen to detect it. 

Wang Yi also looked at it. This formation was very impressive. If he got caught in it, he would feel a little 

troublesome. 

However, in the battle, who will give you the time to arrange the formation, you can only use it here. 

The master of Xuanman said in admiration: "This formation is very extraordinary. I feel that the big 

formation is erupting, and the power of the spheres erupted, I am afraid they can kill the master of 

chaos." This is the power of the formation. , as long as the formation is powerful enough, even the king 

of gods can be killed. 

But it is difficult to meet various conditions. 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo snorted and smiled, "My Void Destruction Great Array is not simple. I spent 

countless wealth and asked the Lord of Baoliu to refine it. Every arrangement requires a lot of money. If 

the monkey doesn't bow his head this time, Just let it suffer greatly." Master Yingtuo was also fully 

prepared in order to regain the treasured land. Just this big formation, he usually doesn't use it easily, 

the power is monstrous, and he used to have the upper hand in the duel with several Chaos Masters, 

but this time he also used the bottom of the box. 

Master Qingye sighed softly, "We used a lot of means this time to gain such a big advantage. 

Unfortunately, we still have to negotiate with that Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey. Divide the benefits. It's 

really uncomfortable to think about." 

"This is also something that can't be helped." Xuanman dominated. 

Even if there were so many of them and a large formation, it was still not easy to kill Lei Lie Red Spirit 

Monkey. 



And if Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey saw the loss of the treasured land and spread the news out in a rage, it 

would not be good for them either. 

So in the end, we can only negotiate after deterrence. 

After everything was arranged properly, the black star rubble still didn't move, and I didn't know if it 

really knew nothing about the outside world, or was lurking inside and ready to go. However, given the 

temperament of Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, it is estimated that the former is mostly the former. 

"It's time to call that beast out." The Lord of Shadow Tuo sneered, his fingers stretched out to the black 

star rubble in the distance, and the crystal rays of light seemed to appear out of nowhere, in the strange 

sound of tearing space, densely packed Cut towards the black star gravel. Not entering the black star 

rubble, after a moment of silence, a low roar of filial piety sounded, and the rumbling explosion inside 

continued, completely breaking the previous silence. 

"Who? Is it bothering me to clean up?" 

A fiery red figure appeared out of thin air in front of Wang Yi and the others, and white flames flickered 

on the edge. 

The appearance is ferocious, revealing extremely sharp fangs, but the eyes are silver and white, as if 

there is no child hole, it is really strange. There is also a pair of silvery, dazzling flesh wings on the back. A 

pair of silver eyes with lightning flashes stared at the four of Wang Yi, and their huge body was 

suspended not far away from them. 

"Four practitioners dominate?" The giant ape's voice was low. "And the two of you... Sure enough, you 

have something to do with the original owner of this place?" 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo shouted: "Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, this treasure land was originally owned by 

me, but it was seized by you last time. If you don't give us an explanation this time, don't blame us for 

being rude." 

"Oh, you are the original owner of this cave dwelling? You don't look like your incarnation of divine 

power. Your incarnation is too weak. I was shot to death by accident, and I didn't have time to say a 

word." The thought began to scan. 

Morihan's anger appeared in the eyes of the Shadow Master. 

The giant ape continued unhurriedly: "Explain? What explanation? This is not your cultivator's territory. 

You are stealing the resources of our primitive life here, and our primitive life should hold you 

accountable." 

The giant ape seemed to have long thought that Ying Tuo's ruler would come, and he was not afraid at 

all. 

Yingtuozhu's face was slightly ugly, indeed, what they did couldn't be made public at all. 

Even if you have cultivated to this point, you are not stupid. 

However, it is not reasonable for Yingtuo to come to dominate, otherwise, why would you bring so 

many people here? 



"If that's the case, let's talk about it!" Lord Shadow Tuo shouted. "Everyone, do it!" 

Lei Lie's Red Spirit Monkey is not a good thing. When they see Wang Yi, they want to take action and 

strike first. There are bursts of thunder in their chests, and their fangs are exposed. It's a fiery red. 

At the same time, Lei Lie's red spirit monkey's fleshy wings flicked, silver light flashed, and the entire 

figure disappeared from its original place. 

"Kill!" The Lord of Shadow Tuo stimulated the great formation hidden in the vast void, and a mysterious 

halo suddenly appeared in the area of hundreds of millions of light years. The pressure caused 

everyone's heart to jump involuntarily. 

A silver arc flashed several times, and the red spirit monkey of Lei Lie was forced to appear in the void by 

the power of the great formation. Seeing the power and momentum of the formation, it really seemed 

that the world was changed, and the expression was also the same. A change. 

"Master Yingtuo, do you want to be serious? Aren't you afraid that I will publicize the matter here?" Lei 

Lie Hong Ling Monkey's voice was low. 

It is not afraid of Ying Tuo's domination. If Ying Tuo dominates a single person, even if the other party 

adds this great formation, it is not afraid. 

but…… 

It looked at Wang Yi and the others, no matter how they looked at it, it didn't look like they were here to 

watch. 

The master of Yingtuo said coldly: "If you are willing to bow your head, we can let you go." 

"You're dreaming!" The giant ape also understood and made a disdainful voice. 

"It's useless to talk too much, it won't accept it, then hit it." The man with nine-color flames lingering on 

his body, wearing a purple-gold crown and a blue-gold battle suit, said the 'Xuanman Master'. , of course 

you have to work harder. 

boom! A white thing appeared in the void! This thing is a million light-years huge, and the whole body is 

sparkling and glittering. 

"Look at how powerful my divine jade is!" The huge jade plate lit up with countless silver secret 

patterns, spinning, and a thick white light curtain flew out from the jade plate and swept in, turning into 

a surface that looked like The boundless wall of light shrouded the red spirit monkey towards Lei Lie. 

And Master Qingye was not far behind. With a wave of his hand, a fierce golden sword appeared out of 

thin air in his palm. Boom—a terrifying golden light centered on him, surging wildly in all directions, and 

then the golden light shrank again. Converging on the master of Qingye, at this moment, the master of 

Qingye has completely turned golden, and the aura on his body is extremely powerful, but the breath 

that emanates, the endless destructive airflow is cut into pieces. 

The ruler of Qingye, who walks the way of swordsmanship, is on the offensive! 



A sword was cut out, and the mighty endless golden light surged, filling the endless light-year area, and 

the target was also the Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey. 

And the green-robed old man "Shadow Lord" mainly controls the big formation. He knows that Lei Lie's 

red spirit monkey's talent has the advantage of speed. Every inch of the void is frozen, and space 

vortices begin to appear in the void, even if it can't hurt. Lei Lie Red Monkey also seriously affected the 

actions of Lei Lie Red Monkey. 

Wang Yi saw that all his teammates had taken action. After thinking about it, he also took out his sword 

and rushed up, as if he wanted to fight Leilie Red Monkey in melee combat. 

"Bullying the less with more is despicable!" Lei Lie's eyes flashed with anger. 

"I'm just bullying you, what's wrong?" Seeing Lei Lie's red spirit monkey's shriveled appearance, Ying Tuo 

Ju was rather happy. 

"Don't underestimate me!" Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey's silver-white eyes shone with intense light, and a 

fascinating aura burst out from it. 

Shadow Tuo dominates the three Chaos Masters with a heartbeat, "It's going to cast the secret of will." 

Lei Lie Red Monkey is very strong, but the most powerful thing is the secret technique of will, which 

belongs to its innate talent, which is different from Wang Yi's self-cultivation. He is born strong, but it is 

difficult to improve later. 

"Boom!" With the silent roar of Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, the powerful will is approaching! The mighty 

will is as boundless as the ocean. As the innate supernatural power of the primordial life of the chaotic 

master, it has reached an amazing level. It is not only incomparably vast in scope, but also terrifying in 

its power. 

The four Chaos Lords fell into the range of the will shock at the same time. 

"what!" 

"what!" 

Although they had been prepared for a long time and used the secret technique of will to resist and 

resist, the three powerful Chaos Masters, Yingtuo Master, Qingye Master, and Xuanman Master, still 

showed a trace of pain on their faces. 

The only exception is Wang Yi. "The Ten Masterpieces of Slaughtering Spirits can be used not only for 

attack, but also for defense, not to mention that he also has the "Lie Yuan Technique, even if the King of 

God attacks him with a secret technique of will, he can resist first." The reason why I didn't use it last 

time with the Spirit Slayer God King was because I didn't want to expose myself and be suspected. 

But here, he did not have the slightest psychological burden. 

He looked at the filial giant ape in the distance, with a dazzling smile on his face. 



Lei Lie, the red monkey also noticed Wang Yi at once~www.mtlnovel.com~ Can you resist? This 

cultivator actually resisted my secret technique of will so easily. "Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey was slightly 

startled. 

Other practitioners, he felt, was affected by the secret technique of his own will. 

Only Wang Yi... 

When his own will came to him, it was like facing a perfect and incomparably solid wall that he couldn't 

get through. 

"You also come and try me." Wang Yi looked at Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, his will was condensed by the 

secret technique, and condensed into an invincible and incomparably sharp sword of will, breaking 

through Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey The sea of will, plunged into the consciousness of Lei Lie Red Spirit 

Monkey. 

"Huh?" Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey looked at Wang Yi in surprise. 

It felt a powerful and cold will impact, terrifyingly sharp! 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey immediately realized Wang Yi's terrifying, and had to give up the others, and 

instead concentrated all his will on the secret technique of will against Wang Yi. Master Xuanman, 

Master Qingye, and Master Yingtuo felt consciousness Yisong understood that the ruler of Jiujiang next 

to him played a role. 

Without the influence of Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey's willpower secret technique, the three Chaos 

Masters could exert their true combat power, and after a siege, the Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey was 

uncomfortable to death. 

"Stop!" Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey originally wanted to let these practitioners know how powerful it is, 

but now it can't take it anymore. 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, who had a few more wounds on his body, immediately stopped. 

"How is it, are you convinced?" Yingtuo Master sneered. 

Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey gritted his teeth: "I don't agree, you guys bully me a lot, but don't you want a 

treasure land? We can have a good talk." 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo and the others looked at each other, their goal had been achieved, and they all 

stopped. 

"Then let's have a good talk." 

Chapter 914: Destroy the stars 

There is a magic circle in the void, blocking everything. 

Five powerful Chaos Masters, standing in the void. 

"Master Yingtuo, master Xuanman, master Qingye, you Wujianlou are still so shameless." Lei Lie Hong 

Ling monkey shouted, and then glanced at Wang Yi, "Also, who is this?" 
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"He is the Jiujiang master of our Wujianlou." Xuanman master said with a smile. 

"Hmph, is the ruler of Jiujiang? I remember it." Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey said in dissatisfaction. Wang 

Yi's attack of will just now made it suffer a little too. 

If it wasn't for Wang Yi, it felt that even if the three of them joined forces in the face of Ying Tuo's 

dominance, they would not be so embarrassed. 

Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey had just been taught a lesson. At this time, his arrogance was not as arrogant 

as he had just begun, but his face was still a little rebellious, and he still refused to admit defeat verbally. 

"Yingtuo, if it weren't for your many people, you would definitely not be my opponent." 

The Shadow Master was too lazy to pay attention. 

If he hadn't been able to beat Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, would he have brought so many people here? 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo said coldly: "Leilie, don't talk nonsense, now let's talk about the distribution of 

treasure land." 

It's about business, and Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey is also serious. 

But a fierce dispute soon broke out. 

"Ying Tuo! Don't go too far!" 

Lei Lie's red spirit monkey's silver-white pupils stared at the green-robed old man. 

"If it's too much, at most we'll shoot and break up! I'll tell my strong side here immediately, even if it's a 

fight, it won't be your turn!" 

All parties have a tacit understanding, and in whichever site a treasure is found, it is the power that 

occupies it. 

If other forces want to come in, they will face the boycott of the entire camp! 

Practitioners, indigenous people, primitive life! 

This is what Destruction Cave Heaven has been divided into after countless years. 

Even Wujianlou can't forcefully occupy the territory of a certain force, and at most it is to make a 

fortune and leave. 

The Shadow Master sneered: "You can do this, but what benefits can you get?" 

Lei Lie Red Monkey is basically a lonely man, and there is no major force behind him to rely on. 

Even if it spreads this treasure out, it won't do any good. 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey growled, "Thirty percent, it's too few, at least forty percent! This is my bottom 

line!" 



The Lord of Shadow Tuo looked at it coldly, "Thirty percent... I will give you thirty percent at most." Even 

he could only take thirty percent. Leilie Red Monkey wanted to take thirty percent, but he was 

dreaming. 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey watched Ying Tuo dominate them... There were four people on the opposite 

side, but it was only one. 

Although it is extremely threatening, it is obvious that the other party will not give in. 

He quickly calculated the situation in front of his mind, and finally Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey 

compromised. 

"You're really stupid." Lei Lie Hongling reluctantly sent a voice transmission to the master of Yingtuo, "If 

you come over to discuss with me alone, you can get more. Bring them here, but you can only get 30%." 

The Shadow Master sneered. 

Indeed, if he solves it with Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey alone in private. Or get one more point. 

But... Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, who is dominant and strong, can give him four achievements. 

The treasure land dominated by Ying Tuo was robbed, and he could only take a small portion, he could 

not accept it. 

Simply unite with other Chaos Masters to put pressure on Lei Lie Red Monkey. 

In the end, Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey lost half, and he lost 10%, and through this alliance, he also handed 

over three powerful Chaos Masters, who can fight together in the future! 

After all, this result was still acceptable to him. 

The most important thing is that the master of Yingtuo let out his anger and his thoughts were 

mastered. 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo looked at Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, it doesn't matter if I have losses, you just 

have to lose more than me. 

It can be seen that the master of Yingtuo has a deep resentment towards Leilie Red Spirit Monkey. 

Now that the results have come out, the five Chaos Lords who were fighting with each other before flew 

to the black star gravel, and the Shadow Lord Lord also said: "Lei Lie, did you not move the treasure in 

the treasure land?" 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey said angrily: "Of course I didn't move, am I that stupid? It's still a while before 

the treasure is conceived, and it will take some time." 

The Master of Shadow Tuo nodded. What he was most afraid of was that the Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey 

would mess up and destroy the treasure that was being conceived. 

He has stayed in this treasure land for many years. Judging by observation, the treasures nurtured by 

this treasure land are extraordinary. 



And Lei Lie Red Monkey also looked at Wang Yi. It didn't care much about other chaos masters, but 

Wang Yi's attack of will just now made it impressive. "Your willpower is very strong. You practitioners, 

Chaos Lord, have dealt with me a lot, but not many are as powerful as you." 

Wang Yi just smiled slightly. More powerful you have not seen yet. 

If he used the "Lie Yuan Technique, to crush a Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, it would not be easy. 

Lei Lie Red Monkey grinned unhappily at Wang Yi's attitude, but he held back and said nothing at the 

end. 

When the five Chaos Lords approached the black star gravel. 

Ding, congratulations to the host for successfully signing in, and reward a Destruction Star (large)! 】 

"Huh?" Wang Yi was stunned for a moment, almost doubting his ears. Can this thing be signed? 

What is Destruction Star? That is the most well-known danger of destroying the cave. Destroying a star 

is a natural disaster that destroys the cave. The endless power of destruction over the long years is 

condensed together because of the rules of destroying the cave. It looks like a star, but it is extremely 

unstable. Once touched, it will be like a volcano that has been sleeping for many years. When the 

dynasty broke out, that kind of terrifying power could threaten the king of gods. 

Also because of its instability, there is a connection with the destruction of the cave, and it can be said 

that it will explode when touched, so for countless years, no strong person can take away the 

destruction of the star and use it. 

But... no one doubts the danger of "Destroying the Stars"! 

As long as it is huge and powerful enough, this is something that even a **** king can blow up. The 

Chaos Lord is afraid of it, and the God King dare not touch it easily. 

But now, Wang Yi got a "Destruction Star" by signing in, and it was still "large". 

Destruction Stars can be divided into small, medium, large, and super-giant according to the amount of 

condensed destruction power! 

The larger the destructive star, the more destructive power it contains, and the more terrifying it is to 

explode. 

And the power of the smallest destroying stars can reach the level of a god-king, let alone a super-giant 

star-destroying star. If the god-king is in the core area where the explosion of the super-giant star-

destroying power is the strongest, it is not impossible to fall! 

However, the super-giant destruction stars are almost invisible on the periphery, and the deeper the 

destruction cave, the stronger the power of destruction, and the more destruction stars are born, the 

more huge! 

This is also the reason why the chaotic master hardly dares to go deep into the destruction of the cave. 

If you are unlucky and encounter a super-giant destruction star, it will definitely die! 



"I, got a star of destruction?" Wang Yi looked at the black star on the panel. It seemed small, but it was 

actually a huge trillion light-years. It contained infinitely terrifying energy that even the king of gods was 

frightened! 

Once it erupts, even the God King will change color. 

"I got a Destruction Star, and it's a large Destruction Star." Wang Yi blinked and began to check the 

purpose of the Destruction Star. 

Seeing this, Wang Yi was speechless. 

Although the destruction of the stars is huge, but because it is an extremely violent force of destruction, 

although it has reached an ingenious balance inside, it is in a state that may erupt at any time! 

This state has something to do with the destruction of the outside world. 

Therefore, it will be fine even if it is hit by the tide of destruction, but it may explode when it encounters 

any external disturbance. 

To put it simply, it cannot be used as a weapon at all, it can only be used as a bomb, and it is a one-time 

use. 

"Well..." Wang Yi touched his chin, "Although this thing is dangerous, it can hurt even a **** king. For 

me, it's a big killer, but... it's too dangerous, it will explode if you take it out. If you use it in the middle, 

and at close range, even me is in danger." 

"Until it is necessary, it cannot be used." Wang Yi made a decision in his heart. 

Then he carefully observed the "Destruction Star". It was the first time he saw the Destruction Star with 

his own eyes, and there were few Chaos Lords who could watch the Destruction Star so carefully. After 

all, few Chaos Lords were willing to get close to the one that could kill him. Dangerous things. 

"It's terrifying!" Wang Yi held his breath slightly, this is a terrifying existence comparable to the real 

universe, and it is condensed by the power of destruction. Its formation is also related to the way of 

destruction, and waves of waves permeate the stars. Wang Yi can clearly feel this strange wave, which is 

a wave of the origin of the vast destruction! Moreover, Wang Yi faintly saw that the black star at the 

core of the destruction star seemed to have a strange secret pattern formed naturally on it. 

Looking at these secret patterns, Wang Yi sensed the source of destruction, and the fluctuation of that 

source was even more clearly visible. 

"Destroying the stars is itself bred from the destruction of the cave, and it contains the supreme way of 

destruction, which is helpful for me to understand the destruction of the cave." Wang Yi had a clear 

understanding in his heart. 

His achievements in the Dao of Destruction can create a 20th-order secret technique, and in the master 

of chaos, the level of this secret technique is definitely not low. 

However, the more you study the Dao of Destruction, the more profound and difficult it becomes. 

After the eighteenth-order secret technique level, every progress is very difficult. 



If it weren't for his incarnation of a world beast, and his speed in comprehending the Dao of Destruction, 

it would be difficult for him to break through to the master of chaos in four reincarnation eras, let alone 

reach the twentieth level of secret magic! 

Like the cookie master, who has been the master of chaos for countless years, and is still the top 

eighteenth order! 

Of course, this also has a relationship with the cookie master. In the chaos master, the top eighteenth 

order can only be regarded as the elementary level, and it is the bottom! 

The nineteenth-order top secret technique is Chaos Master. 

The 20th-order top secret method is considered to be the master of chaos. 

The top of the twenty-first order is the limit of chaos domination! 

This limit is really the limit, and history can break this limit. All are qualified to enter the tenth floor of 

Yuanshen Palace. 

The ninth floor of Yuanshen Palace is generally called the ultimate chaos realm! 

On the tenth floor of Yuanshen Palace, there are only a handful of people who can reach this level in the 

history of the origin continent. 

Wang Yi looked at this black celestial body that contained the infinite mystery and terrifying power of 

the Dao of Destruction: "This Destruction Star is a good treasure to help improve the speed of 

comprehension and cultivation of the Dao of Destruction, but other Chaos Masters don't have the 

opportunity to be so close to me. , carefree comprehension to destroy the stars." 

Destroying the stars, even the king of gods can't take it, it's basically the masters of chaos. 

Only Wang Yi can do it, and he relies on the sign-in panel. 

After all, it is enough to simply destroy the stars, but there is a connection between the destruction of 

the stars and the destruction of the Dongtian. The destruction of the Dongtian is such a vast and 

mysterious realm, involving the origin space, and this is the reason why the King of God is helpless. 

Wang Yi began to study the destruction of the stars and comprehend the next secret method. 

The five chaotic masters came to the depths of the black star rubble at this time, the wide mountain 

belly is hollow, in the middle of the mountain, there is a black lake formed by the power of destruction, 

but there is a void in the lake, and there is something hidden in it. 

Ripples appear on the black lake from time to time, and the gentle fluctuations of the ripples can easily 

annihilate an eternal true god. 

The five Chaos Lords just stood on the lake, overlooking the interior. 

Lei Lie's red spirit monkey's wings were retracted, he touched the black hair on his face, and said coldly: 

"This is the place where the treasure was born, you have all seen it, the treasure is still being conceived, 

and I haven't taken any benefit from it. ." 



Several Chaos Masters also saw it. 

The old man in green robe nodded, "Looking at this situation, the treasure should be born in the near 

future. During this time, we have to keep an eye on it, and there must be no accidents." He glanced at 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey~www.mtlnovel.com~ Lei Lie Red Monkey snorted coldly. "Look at what I do, 

don't forget the previous agreement, I also have a share. If you want to cross the river and demolish the 

bridge, you are not afraid that I will tell others the news? This is the site of our primitive life, and you 

can't control us here." 

If it weren't for the treasure, it would have a good life with these practitioners here? 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo was too lazy to pay attention to this monkey. The reason why the two sides got 

along peacefully was just because of the rat’s taboo, and they didn’t want to lose this treasure. 

With the lessons learned, and the treasures may soon be bred and mature, several Chaos Masters did 

not dare to be careless, and all proposed to stay in the treasure land and wait until the treasures were 

conceived. 

Of course, Wang Yi has no objection. In the Chaos Gold Devouring Pagoda in Wujianlou, he also left an 

incarnation of divine power. Wherever he cultivates is not cultivation. 

He is inexperienced and can't see anything, but looking at the expectations of Xuanman to dominate 

them, it seems that the treasures nurtured in this place are not low in value. 

According to the previous agreement, Master Yingtuo and Leilie Red Monkey each accounted for 30%, 

and Master Wang Yi, Master Qingye, and Master Xuanman shared the remaining 40%. 

Wang Yi doesn't care about this benefit. A ruined star is worth more than a treasure. Even if this thing is 

a suicide weapon, it can kill the enemy as well as injure oneself. 

Seeing Ying Tuo Ju's cautious appearance during this period of time, not wanting to be detected by clues 

when going out, and hiding in the black star fragments, Wang Yi was a little amused. 

He also followed An Xin and hid in the palace to practice, but he didn't think there was any problem. 

Time is like flowing water, rushing by, Ying Tuo dominates them and speaks quickly, and the result is 

that tens of billions of epochs have passed. 

On this day, Wang Yi, who was in retreat, suddenly felt a movement from the depths of the black star 

fragments. 

Chapter 915: 7 Star Sea Source Liquid 

"This movement, could it be that a treasure was conceived?" Wang Yi moved out of the cave where he 

practiced. 

brush! brush! brush! When the fluctuations from the depths of the black star core fragments were 

found, the chaos masters who usually disappeared one by one also arrived at the first time. 
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The gloomy green-robed old man, the mysterious savage ruler wearing a purple-gold crown and a blue-

gold battle uniform, the majestic and terrifying Aoye ruler with golden light around his body, and the 

terrifying primitive life "Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey"... 

Except for Wang Yi, all of them looked at the boiling black lake with expectant eyes. 

"Waiting for so long. It's finally the day." 

"I don't know what the treasure is." 

Xuanman dominates their hearts with excitement and anticipation. 

Before the treasures of the treasure land are really conceived, it is difficult to detect them, and no one 

knows what it is. 

Yingtuo dominates them, and can only make some judgments based on the information obtained 

before, and feels that the value of this treasure is not low. 

"boom boom" 

The lake water boiled completely, as if a giant was roaring below, and the amazing pressure was exuded. 

"What a big move, it seems that the treasures born this time are not far behind." The chaos masters 

were surprised. 

The momentum is getting louder. 

The huge black stars that are a million light-years away trembled violently. 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo frowned, vaguely aware that something was wrong in his heart. 

When that volatility climbed to a tipping point. 

all of a sudden— 

An extremely powerful wave erupted from the very center and swept the four directions. 

"boom! 

! " 

The faces of the Chaos Masters present changed one after another. 

The huge black star rubble of the entire million light-years suddenly exploded. 

Just like the explosion of a "miniature" destroying star, the power is vast, and the violent fluctuations 

spread far and wide in the void. 

However, because this is only a small piece of debris left after the explosion of the real destruction of 

the stars, the power is far less powerful, so it only makes these Chaos Lords a little embarrassed. 

Five Chaos Masters appeared in the distance from the explosion. 

"exploded?" 



"How, how?" 

Master Qingye, Master Xuanman and others were a little confused. 

And Ying Tuozhu looked at the destruction center of the explosion, and a thought appeared in his heart. 

"Could it be that this is a one-time treasure?" 

There are many of these treasures that destroyed the cave, most of which are stable, and have been 

bred for a long time, and are occupied by various forces. 

There are also treasures that can only be bred once, just like a flower blooming and falling. Once it is 

bred, the treasure is gone. 

The latter is rare, and the treasures that are bred are also very precious. 

Even the birth of a god-king-level treasure is possible. 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo did not expect that what he had hit was a one-time treasure. 

The Shadow Master thought about it, and so did the others. 

"Is this a one-time treasure?" Lei Lie's red spirit monkey's eyes flashed with silver light, and the next 

moment he flew towards the center of the explosion. 

"Since it's a one-time treasure, there's no need to abide by the agreement. Whoever grabs it will own 

it." 

Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey thought about it, and so did the others. 

boom! 

The Yingtuo master moved, the Qingye master moved, and the Xuanman master moved. 

Because of the explosion, they were far away from the original location of the treasure land, but this 

distance was only a blink of an eye for Chaos Master. 

They soon saw that the dense light suspended in the center of the explosion gave them an eternal and 

ancient feeling, and there was another drop of liquid flowing in the light. 

Even if you don't know anything, you can guess just by looking at the momentum formed. This must be a 

treasure. 

"What kind of treasure is this?" Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey hesitated for a moment, "Don't worry, grab it 

first and then talk about it." As long as it can grab the treasure, it will run away immediately, as long as it 

doesn't fight to the death, even if Ying Tuo dominates them, they can't help it. . It suddenly made a 

force, boom! But it turned directly into a silver streamer and rushed over. This speed is so fast that the 

Chaos Lord is stunned. Lei Lie Red Monkey was good at speed, but this time he burst out with all his 

strength, but it was one step faster than Ying Tuo to dominate them. 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey has no burden in his heart. 

The treasure land no longer exists, and it is inevitable for several chaos masters to tear their faces. 



"That's..." The Lord of Shadow Tuo saw the liquid in the shrouded rays of light, and he was puzzled at 

first, and then turned into shock. 

"Could it be the Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid?" 

The Shadow Master was excited and shocked. 

Qixinghai source liquid is a legendary treasure, even if it is famous and unseen to many **** kings, it is 

even more legendary to the master of chaos. 

It is extremely precious and rare, and no one knows where it was born. 

But according to legend, it can help practitioners breed a truly perfect clone. 

This benefit alone makes it worth far more than ordinary god-king-level treasures, and it has become a 

treasure that gods and kings have to compete for. 

You must know that the powerhouses of the origin continent cultivate divine power clones, which are 

very common. Many have only one clone, and their combat power is very low. 

Wujianlou's clone cultivation method only allows practitioners to have at most two divine power clones. 

If they want to maintain high combat power, they can only have one! 

This is the limit of the supreme rule, and it is difficult to break through the general method. It's like the 

original universe restricts the powerhouses to the highest level of sixth-order top combat power. Such 

restrictions also prevent these cultivators from having real clones. 

Divine power clones are generally weaker than the main body! 

Many **** kings, due to various conditions, have cultivated divine power clones, even only at the level 

of chaos domination! 

Like Wang Yi, he also signed up on the fifth floor of the Wujianlou Senluo Palace to sign out the top-level 

cultivation method. With the investment of many precious resources, he cultivated a divine power clone 

that could exert 80% of his own strength. 

But if other powerhouses want to exchange this avatar to practice the secret method, it will cost a lot! 

For every faction, this is the core and most precious secret that is not passed on! 

However, the clones cultivated through the "Seven-Star Sea Origin Liquid" do not have this limitation. 

Not only can one more clones be cultivated, but they also have combat power that is almost completely 

comparable to the main body. 

"It's actually the seven-star sea source liquid, this... I'm very lucky." The Lord of Shadow Tuo was very 

excited. "This is a treasure that the **** king will be crazy about. According to legend, the Qingyang 

**** king seems to have obtained a copy of the seven-star sea source liquid before he cultivated three 

clones, and they all have extremely powerful combat power!" 

Having a clone that is comparable to the strength of the main body, no matter the improvement of the 

strength of any strong person is huge. 



Not to mention the Divine King, how difficult it is to improve, the Qixinghai Source Liquid is enough for 

them to be jealous. 

No force will be spared, because this is equivalent to adding a **** king with no shortage of combat 

power. 

Master Yingtuo discovered it, and Master Qingye and Master Xuanman also discovered the moving 

liquid in the splendid radiance. 

They were only half a beat slower than Yingtuo Master, and they recognized what it was. 

"Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid!" 

"This is Qixinghai Source Liquid!" 

Lord Qingye and Lord Xuanman looked at each other in shock. 

"Qingye, this is the legendary seven-star sea source liquid!" The Xuanman Master was excited, "If we get 

it, we can exchange it with other forces or trade within the Wujianlou, we can exchange for countless 

benefits!" 

The seven-star sea source liquid is a treasure that the gods and kings attach great importance to. 

Because it is so precious. 

In terms of value, it exceeds the treasures of ordinary gods, and even ordinary gods may not be able to 

come up with this level of things. 

Just like the top treasure is for the lord of the universe, not every lord of the universe has it. 

"Yeah." The originally indifferent ruler of Qingye was also very excited at this time. Although they are 

the richest among the chaotic masters, the wealth on their bodies is not as good as a little bit of the 

seven-star sea source liquid. 

Any master of chaos would go mad when confronted with such a treasure. 

"No one else can be trusted. You and I will join hands to win the treasure and share it equally." 

"it is good!" 

The treasure is touching, and the two Chaos Lords have directly abandoned their previous friendship 

with Yingtuo Lord and Jiujiang Lord. 

If it weren't for their lack of strength to **** alone, maybe they would all split. 

This kind of thing is all too common among the strong. Even after countless years of friendship, it is 

normal for people to turn around and not recognize people for the sake of treasures. 

And seeing Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey rushing towards the treasure, not only the master of Yingtuo, but 

the master of Qingye and the master of Xuanman were all angry. 

"Leilie, you are courting death!" 

Boom! 



The three powerful chaotic masters shot at the same time, and the power directly exploded the space. 

This is not as hurried as the previous fight, and there are still reservations. This time, for the treasures 

that the **** king will be jealous of, each of them will no longer keep them, and they will do their best! 

"Leilie, get out of your way, this kind of treasure is not something you can get your hands on!" A huge 

golden sword came at him, and Master Qingye's eyes were full of murderous intent. A sword swept 

across, and the void of hundreds of millions of light years was shrouded in sword light. 

The burning divine power fluctuations made the whole world tremble. 

As soon as the war starts, it will be hot! 

The boundless darkness descended, turning this place into another realm, and the Lord of Shadows 

descended like a walking shadow ghost and quietly stretched out his hand. 

"Bang!" But another ray of light emerged from the void and blocked him. 

"Xuanman!" The Lord of Shadow Tuo made a cold voice. 

"Yingtuo, I'm sorry, this treasure belongs to us." Xuanman Master flew over. He said sorry, but there was 

no apology on his face. 

The friendship between him and Yingtuo Master can only be said to be average. 

At this moment, the eyes of the master of Xuanman burst out with blood-red light, and his hair also 

exudes blood-red light. His breath has skyrocketed by more than one level than before. The space of this 

entire void world is trembling slightly. The shadow domain dominated by Tuo competes and clashes 

violently. There are even miniature worlds being born around his body. These worlds want to expand, 

but they are torn apart by the distorted shadow void. 

Master Yingtuo was a little annoyed, he didn't expect the day when he would shoot himself in the foot. 

If he knew that this place was a one-time treasure, and that such precious treasures were born, he 

would never have brought Xuanman Dominator over them. 

The four chaotic masters were divided into three parties, and they were desperately fighting for the 

precious Qixinghai source liquid. 

The only one who didn't do anything for the time being was Wang Yi. 

He didn't recognize the Qixinghai Source Liquid, but seeing that the Lord of Xuanman and Lord of 

Qingyang had completely torn apart their faces with Lord of Yingtuo for this, he knew that this was a 

very important treasure. 

Seeing how Ying Tuo Zhu, who was also called a brother and a brother before, looked at each other with 

swords and swords for the treasure, Wang Yi couldn't help shaking his head slightly. 

What kind of friendship is not worth mentioning in front of treasures. 

Even if they are the same faction, there is no harmony within a faction, and there are struggles. 

Wang Yi is not too surprised that Yingtuo dominates them. 



"What is this thing that can make Yingtuo dominate, Qingye dominate, and Xuanman dominate them so 

desperately?" Wang Yi couldn't help but wonder, and quickly searched for relevant information in 

Wujianlou through the incarnation of divine power left in Wujianlou. 

He now has extremely high authority, and the information about the Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid was 

quickly found by him. 

"Seven-Star Sea Origin Liquid, can you cultivate a more perfect divine power clone?" Wang Yi was also 

stunned by the information he found. 

This kind of treasure is very heaven-defying, and it is very attractive to the king of gods. 

It should be noted that many treasures are useful to the Chaos Master, but they are not worth 

mentioning in the eyes of the God King. 

But there are too few, too few useful to the king of gods. 

Treasures like the Seven Stars Sea Origin Liquid are rare even among God Kings. 

Once it appears, it will definitely attract the king of gods to come and compete. 

Wang Yi was also moved. 

Cultivating a clone is difficult, especially a truly powerful clone is even more difficult. 

For example, he practiced the top-notch clone secret technique of Wujianlou, but it was only a divine 

clone with 80% of the combat power. 

"I must get this Seven-Star Sea Origin Liquid!" Wang Yi immediately made a decision in his heart. 

Wang Yi also joined the battle. 

At this time, even if they are the same force, they don't talk about affection. 

To put it bluntly, for such a treasure, it is to betray Wujianlou, which is worth it in the eyes of Yingtuo to 

dominate them. 

Not to mention, in a force with loose restrictions like Wujianlou ~www.mtlnovel.com~, it is not 

uncommon for internal members to fight and kill. As long as it is controlled within a certain range, the 

above will turn a blind eye. 

If it is a sect kingdom such as "Duandonghe" and "Wu State", it is very difficult for such a thing to 

happen. 

In the final analysis, the rules of Wujianlou are too loose, just like Wang Yi's previous loose alliances like 

the "Northern Alliance" in the original universe, with limited binding force and insufficient unity. 

"Jiujiang dominates!" 

"Master of Jiujiang, you are here too!" 

With the addition of Wang Yi, the situation became more chaotic. 



The scene is divided into four sides, Lei Lie Red Monkey is the most powerful, the combination of Qingye 

Lord and Xuanman Lord is second, and the last is Wang Yi and Yingtuo Lord. 

Each chaotic master is very powerful, and the level of strength is not much different. Even if the 

strongest Leilie Red Spirit Monkey wants to suppress any other person, it is difficult to beat it quickly, let 

alone kill it! 

In front of Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, Master Qingye and others can easily save their lives, and they are 

not afraid of it at all. 

There are so many Chaos Masters even more present! Both intentionally or unintentionally targeting 

Leilie Red Spirit Monkey, preventing it from stealing the treasure, made Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey jump 

like thunder. 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo saw that the situation was not good. In the scene, his advantage was not great. 

Although he could rely on the shadow domain to walk around, in the head-to-head confrontation, 

whether it was Lei Lie Red Monkey or the teamed up Lord Qingye and Lord Xuanman, All over his head! 

It is the ruler of Jiujiang, relying on the powerful secret technique of will, even Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey 

is afraid, and it is easier than him! 

"Master of Jiujiang, why don't you and I join forces to win the seven-star sea source liquid, and you and I 

will divide it?" The masters turned their faces, and the master of Yingtuo was forced to join forces with 

Wang Yi. 

Chapter 916: disturb 

"Joining forces?" Wang Yi smiled strangely. "Why should I join forces with you?" 

"You can't say that." Lord Yingtuo said anxiously. "Now Lei Lie Red Monkey, Qing Ye, and Xuan Man are 

all competing for the seven-star sea source fluid. If we don't join forces, how can we compete with 

them? Can't you see that we are all hostile to them." 

"Are you worried about the distribution? Don't worry, I only need 40% of the competition... No, 30%." 

Lord Shadow Tuo spoke very well. 

Wang Yi was unmoved. He didn't even bother to reply to the words of Ying Tuo's master. He has already 

seen that the Lord of Shadow Tuo is a mercenary person. Team up with this kind of person, be careful 

with stabs in the back. 

Seeing that Wang Yi did not respond, the master of Shadow Tuo was also secretly ruthless. "What an 

ignorant guy." 

"Joining forces?" Wang Yi stood in the void, glanced at the battlefield, and shook his head with a smile. 

"I'm just standing here for you to fight, can you beat me?" 

Wang Yi, however, has practiced the supreme secret technique of Body Refinement Flow "As a Universe, 

the strength of your body is comparable to that of the Chaos Master Class Treasure! 

Not to mention the masters like Yingtuo, Xuanman masters these chaotic masters, I am afraid that only 

the king of gods can hurt Wang Yi. 
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If it is another chaos master, it can also target the soul and will... 

It's a pity that although Wang Yi's spiritual attainments are not very high, who made him rich! 

It is not an exaggeration to say that he is the first person in the Chaos Lord! 

There are a bunch of God King treasures on him, and naturally there are also soul treasures! Relying on 

the protection of this god-king-level soul treasure, the master of chaos that defies the sky can only 

damage him with a soul attack. 

As for the will, not to mention, there is "The Primordial Technique. In terms of will, he can also be said to 

be invincible among the chaotic masters!" 

He once signed in at the Spirit Slaying God King to get the will treasure "Soul Slaying Orb", but 

unfortunately Spirit Slaying Orb requires a divine king-level will to recognize the master, otherwise he 

will be even more defiant. 

As for the level of the secret technique, the material attack... In fact, Wang Yi's secret technique has 

reached the twentieth level, plus the Primordial Embryo sword, the ninth-level divine power is burning, 

and the attack power is actually not bad. Even a head-to-head confrontation with Lei Lie Hong Ling 

Monkey would not necessarily lead to a disadvantage. 

If Wang Yi was serious, there would be no chaotic master present that would be his opponent. 

The reason why it seems that Lei Lie Red Monkey, Qingye Master and Xuanman Master are teaming up 

stronger on the field now is because he is still hiding his strength. 

The master of Qingye and the master of Xuanman know that Wang Yi is fast and his willpower is also 

powerful, so they are often targeting him. 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey was afraid of his willpower secret technique, and also restrained him. 

They also don't let other people go. 

Anyway, it's a mess. 

The shadow lord who seems to be the weakest is actually hiding. His shadow domain has been firmly 

occupying a corner of the void, and he doesn't know when he will take aim at an opportunity to burst 

out. 

To put it simply, the people present are extremely old, and they are all strong among the Chaos Masters, 

and none of them are fuel-efficient lamps. 

They even tried their best for the treasure of "Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid", and their eyes were red. 

"It really is the wealth and silk that moves people's hearts, and every one of them is crazy." Wang Yi 

glanced at it, "I won't play with you anymore." 

Like Lei Lie Red Monkey's "Way of Destruction of Thunder", the body can be turned into a thunder, and 

the speed is super. The attack power is also terrifying, and the body protection is not bad. But it's just 

'not bad', not strong enough in terms of life-saving! 



After all, there is not enough power behind Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey to rely on, and the unique skills 

obtained are not top-notch. 

On the other hand, Wang Yi is different. The top-notch skills he has obtained can be regarded as the first 

person to dominate the chaos in the origin continent. 

Wealth comes first, talent comes first, and unique skills come first... Strength is naturally the first, so 

why should these chaotic masters compare with him. 

When his strength has reached this point, he is not afraid of beings like the top hegemons in the chaotic 

masters, such as "Master of Cangli", "Master of Gold Devouring Pagoda", etc. The only thing that makes 

Wang Yi uncertain is the king of gods. 

"In the blink of an eye, I am also considered a strong person in the origin continent." Wang Yi was 

slightly emotional. 

"boom!" 

Broken Donghe super unique "Donghua instant display. 

This time, knowing that other chaotic masters would not be willing to let him win the treasure, Wang Yi 

can be said to go all out. 

In an instant, Wang Yi turned into a ray of fascination, traveling through many spaces. 

"not good!" 

The chaotic master who suppressed and blocked this void by various means turned pale. 

Because they found that their own means could not stop Wang Yi at all. 

Wang Yi almost completely ignored these means and traveled outside the space at an unbelievably fast 

speed. 

"Quick, stop him." The masters of Qingye and Xuanman changed their expressions, and the masters of 

Yingtuo and Leilie Red Monkey couldn't care about fighting anymore, they were all in a hurry. 

The four Chaos Masters were holding each other in check before, but at this time they came back 

together to stop Wang Yi. 

"Stop me? Haha!" 

"This is the life-saving secret of the Donghe lineage. If you cultivate to the top, you can escape under the 

king of God." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart. "You want to stop, how is it possible." 

"However, the price of this display is not small, but my divine body is hundreds of millions of light years 

old, and the origin of the universe is much deeper than that of other chaotic masters. It doesn't matter." 

Wang Yi used a frantic posture to gallop in the anger of other chaotic masters. As if rushing to the place 

where the dazzling brilliance is. 

"But... Damn it!" 

"What kind of secret method is he, and the means I waited for were useless." 



"My secret technique of will has no effect on him." 

The chaos masters were dumbfounded. Watching Wang Yi rush to the void, dripping blood in their 

hearts, take away the Qixinghai source liquid. 

"Do not……" 

"That'smine." 

"Damn Jiujiang ruler, hand over the Qixinghai source liquid." 

The eyes of the four Chaos Lords were all red. At the same time, he killed Wang Yi. Various terrifying 

attacks flooded this space. The entire void was exploding and shaking. 

When Wang Yi got the treasure, the four Chaos Masters joined forces without any surprise. If it were 

other ordinary treasures, it would be fine, but the Qixinghai source liquid was a treasure that even the 

king of gods would be moved by, how could they be willing to give up. 

"Master of Jiujiang, this treasure is not something you can swallow alone." Master Xuanman, who had a 

good relationship with Wang Yi before, said to Wang Yi's mind, "If you want to share it with me and 

Qingye, how can we help you? Don't worry. , we are not greedy, as long as three achievements are 

enough, you can get 70%.” 

Wang Yi was speechless. At this time, you are still dreaming. 

The Lord of Shadow Tuo is also transmitting a voice to Wang Yi, "The Lord of Jiujiang..." 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey is more honest, it is a primitive life, and it is not in the same camp as 

practitioners, not to mention that in his opinion, Wujianlou is a group, so it is also the craziest one in 

order to win treasures. 

But after the cultivator seized the "Seven-Star Sea Source Liquid", it was desperate. 

It knows that there is almost no hope of grabbing treasures in the hands of these practitioners. 

"Damn, **** cultivator!" Lei Lie Red Monkey stopped and glanced viciously at the cultivators. "I can't 

get it, and I won't make it easier for you." 

"Send it out, send out the news!" 

Lei Lie's red spirit monkey's eyes flashed fiercely. 

"Send the news out, let the powerhouses in our camp know, and let the masters of chaos and even the 

king of gods deal with these practitioners." 

Here... but the site of primitive life! 

It was reluctant to do this before, but now it has no choice. 

Either, watch the practitioners take away the treasure, or spread the news and let other strong people 

deal with them. 



Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey is also very angry. Although it still doesn't know that the treasure they are 

taking is "Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid", it can be seen from the cultivator's attention that it is definitely 

a very precious treasure, maybe it is a **** King-level treasure. 

Such treasures are enough to attract a large number of strong people, not to mention the master of 

chaos, even the king of gods will appear. 

... 

In the void of the ruined cave, there is a huge island that is comparable to the original universe. 

In a cave on one of the towering peaks of the island, a black-haired ape opens its silver eyes. 

"This avatar I stayed on Yuanming Island hasn't woken up for a long time." The black ape stood up. 

"Now, spread the news." The black ape immediately consciously connected to the fantasy world of the 

island. 

It is also called virtual space, conscious world... etc. In fact, there is not much difference. 

Compared with the virtual space of other universes, the virtual space of this island is more deserted, 

because all the strong people who could roam here are the strong, and the weakest are the masters of 

chaos. They may bring some servants, but they will not. too much! 

As a result, it is very deserted here, and few people are usually seen in the virtual space. 

The "Original Life Island" is a stronghold established by several gods and kings of the primitive life forces 

united in the destruction of the cave, and usually gathers a lot of primordial life's chaotic masters. 

These chaotic masters all left their incarnations on Yuanming Island, and then went to roam. These 

incarnations will also pay attention to various intelligence developments on the island. 

So don't look at the deserted virtual space of Yuanming Island, if anything happens, everyone will know 

the news immediately. 

What's more, Leilie Red Spirit Monkey is more direct this time, sending emails directly to all the 

powerhouses! Even those **** kings are no exception! 

Those Chaos Masters have noticed this news one by one. 

"Huh?" Under a deep pool on the huge island, a big fish with a red head and a dragon beard looked at 

the news he had just received. "An email from that guy Lei Lie? Saying that a hidden treasure was 

discovered. Is that treasure still a one-off?" 

"It doesn't look cheap." 

"Interesting." The big red fish swam out of the deep pool. "Since it's so close, I, Kunlun, will go take a 

look." 

Many Chaos Masters were moved by the news. 

"How can such a treasure fall into the hands of practitioners?" 



"What about Wujianlou? All parties have already agreed that since it was discovered on the site of our 

primitive life, it should belong to us." 

"Yes, you can't let the cultivator take the treasure away." 

Primitive life is not just a garrison point on this island, and soon the news spread to other places of 

primitive life. 

A large number of powerhouses of primitive life have received wind, and many powerhouses have been 

dispatched. 

Destroying Dongtian, as the oldest secret realm in the origin continent, one of the three dangerous 

places, gathers a large number of powerhouses, and there are countless masters of chaos. 

Primordial beings are one of the three major factions, but only a small part of them rushed over, and the 

number was amazing. 

Destroying Dongtian, the site of primitive life, there is a huge green vine floating in the void. 

It has a total of 10,081 main vines, each of which is hundreds of millions of light-years long. 

Swing gently, and at will, it emits fluctuations that make the Chaos Lord feel chilling. 

It doesn't know how many years it has drifted here, even if it destroys the tide, it can't shake it. 

There are also cave palaces on the vine body, where many strong people live. 

Here, is the strongest existence of primitive life, "Kuizu". 

Kuizu, in the peak existence of primitive life, is relatively quiet and easy-going. 

Likewise, it is also one of the most unprovokable existences in the Destruction Cave Heaven. 

Unlike many **** kings who use clones, it is the main body guarding here. 

Every faction has more or less **** kings guarding the destruction of the cave, and Kuizu's strength is 

also in the forefront. 

"Kuizu. This is the report of the children." A primitive life sent thoughts to this great existence. 

Normally, Kuizu would not care about little things. 

Only some of the more important things will let these great beings know. 

And this time when the treasure land appeared, several foreign chaotic masters took action, and Lei Lie 

Red Spirit Monkey spread the news, which alarmed many powerhouses, and primitive life can be said to 

know. 

This primitive life sent not only news, but also images. 

This image was naturally transmitted by Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey. 

"The four chaotic masters of Wujianlou appeared here?" 

A peaceful voice sounded. 



"Wujianlou, it's still so domineering. But it's just a few little guys who dominate the chaos, not the **** 

king crossing the border. Since it doesn't touch the bottom line, it's not too taboo." 

Kuizu looked at the image and didn't care much about Wujianlou. 

Although Wujianlou is powerful~www.mtlnovel.com~, it is not invincible. As long as the strength 

reaches its level, as long as it is not hard to carry with Wujianlou, it will not be afraid of anything. 

It looked at the image and saw the colorful light and the liquid flowing in the light. 

"Huh?" Kuizu's eyes suddenly sharpened. "This is... Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid?" 

The Qixinghai source liquid is a legend, but it is widely spread in the origin continent. The reason is that 

the only God King of Qingyang has three clones. 

Many **** kings are envious. 

But many powerhouses have only heard of this name, but they do not know what Qixinghai Source 

Liquid looks like. 

And Kuizu happened to know. 

"Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid." Kuizu was surprised. "This time it's actually the Seven Star Sea Origin 

Liquid." 

If only ordinary treasures appeared, with Kuizu's temper, he wouldn't care at all. 

But Qixinghai Source Liquid is different! Every **** king wants it. 

"Qingyang God King can have three powerful clones, making him the top among God Kings." Kuizu was 

moved. "Although it is related to the cultivation path of the Qingyang Divine King, the Qixinghai Origin 

Liquid is also a reason." 

It is difficult to have a clone. Even the king of gods, not everyone has a powerful clone. 

Most of the clones are probably just the chaotic master level. 

For someone like Wujianlou, who has a top avatar to practice, only allows people to have two 50% 

strength avatars, or one 80% strength avatar. 

And the avatar cultivation method is not necessarily suitable for every strong person. 

In addition, the exchange cost is very high, and the consumption of refining a god-king clone is even 

more astonishing. 

So even if the **** king of Wujianlou, not everyone has a powerful clone. 

Compared with the Qingyang God King, it is too far behind. 

This seven-star sea source liquid is definitely the dream of many gods. 

Chapter 917: god king 

"Such a treasure was discovered by several Chaos Realms." Kuizu was moved. 
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"Wow!" 

 

Kuizu's incomparably huge body radiated light, and all the palaces were moved into its body. 

 

Afterwards, Kuizu disappeared directly from the spot. 

 

A ray of light traveled through the void at an astonishing speed. 

 

Kuizu set off. However, its location is quite far from the place where the Qixinghai Origin Liquid was 

born. Even with the power of the God King, it will take some time to travel. 

 

The primitive life force closest to the Qixinghai Origin Liquid is Yuanming Island. 

 

"Although Yuanming Island belongs to those few, they don't have their own bodies." Kuizu thought to 

himself, "As long as the speed is fast enough, I still have a chance to take the sacred object of Qixinghai 

Yuanyu in my pocket." 

 

———— 

 

Yuanming Island. 

 

The incarnation of Lei Lie's red spirit monkey was summoned by an ancestor king. 

 

Practitioners call the cosmic gods the god-kings, while the indigenous people call their kings the ancient 

kings, and primitive beings are accustomed to calling their cosmic gods the ancestors, or ancestral kings. 

 

Wang, is the most peak existence in the origin continent. 

 



The person who summoned it was a clone of an ancestor king. Although he had not reached the level of 

a **** king, his strength was far beyond that of ordinary chaos masters. 

 

"I have seen the great Anzu." Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey said respectfully. 

 

"Leilie." A magnificent voice exploded in the space like thunder. 

 

"This time I found the treasure... You have done a lot." 

 

"Ah." Lei Lie Red Monkey was a little flattered. 

 

"This treasure is very precious. It is a treasure of the god-king level." An Zu said. 

 

Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey was not surprised, it also guessed. 

 

And even the great ancestor king was alarmed, which further confirmed his idea. 

 

It's just that the true value of Qixinghai Source Liquid is actually beyond its imagination. 

 

Of course, Anzu didn't have a specific explanation. Looking at the respectful Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey, 

he asked with concern. "What's the specific situation now?" 

 

Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey did not dare to hide it, so he revealed the truth one by one, and released the 

video. 

 

An Zu looked at it, thoughtfully, "So, this treasure is now in the hands of the Wujianlou cultivator called 

the ruler of Jiujiang?" 

 

Lei Lie Hong Ling Monkey said in shame, "Ancestor King, I'm useless." 

 



Anzu shook his head, "I don't blame you. This cultivator's secret technique of escape is very powerful. It 

is definitely a god-king-level secret technique. It's normal that you can't stop it." 

 

"This secret technique gives me the feeling that it is very similar to the cultivator of the origin continent, 

but that force has already been destroyed." 

 

"Did Wujianlou get the secret technique, or is it related to the annihilated force?" Anzu didn't think 

much about it. No matter what background the cultivator has, it doesn't care much, it only cares about 

the whereabouts of the source fluid of the Seven Star Seas. 

 

"But you spread the news everywhere, it's too reckless." An Zu thought of something and reprimanded. 

 

Lei Lie Red Spirit Monkey is somewhat innocent, blinking his eyes. It was so angry at the time that it 

didn't think much of it at all. 

 

But looking at Zu's appearance, it was obvious that the treasure was very precious, and even Anzu 

attached great importance to it. Lei Liehong Ling Monkey was trained honestly and did not dare to 

refute. 

 

When Anzu asked Leilie Red Monkey, a clone sitting on Yuanming Island had already left. 

 

A dark and majestic figure stands in the void like a magic mountain. 

 

"Fortunately, it's the closest to our original life island. It doesn't take much time to get there." 

 

"We have to find him before the cultivator escapes back to the Golden Pagoda of Wujielou." 

 

…… 

 

Wang Yi easily got rid of the chase of several strong men and was flying in the void. 

 



In the palace, a cloud of silver liquid like water droplets was suspended in front of Wang Yi, and there 

were seven stars in the water droplets. 

 

This is the Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid! A treasure that even the kings of gods are desperately fighting 

for. 

 

"It's amazing, this thing can actually help cultivating avatars." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart. 

 

"I only have one clone now, and I can use it to cultivate the second one." 

 

The Qingyang Divine King has three clones with powerful combat power, which are related to him. 

 

A normal **** king, his clones are all at the master level of chaos. 

 

Better, get close to the king of gods. 

 

The stronger one is to have a part of the body's combat power. 

 

Like the avatar cultivation method of Wujianlou, it is the last grade, and it is also the top cultivating 

avatar secret technique in the Origin Continent. 

 

Wang Yi was thinking about how to use the "Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid" to cultivate his clone. 

 

Wujianlou has already received the news. 

 

There is no doubt that the news was spread by one of the three Xuanman masters. 

 

After they failed in chasing Wang Yi and couldn't get in touch, they didn't mind, so they spread the news 

directly. 

 



In an instant, there was a shock in the Wujian Building. 

 

"The ruler of Jiujiang got the Qixinghai source liquid in the destruction of the cave!" 

 

The news spread like wind among the powerhouses of Wujianlou. 

 

"Seven-star sea source liquid, the treasure that even the king of gods longed for. Legend has it that it is 

extremely rare. It has never been born a few times, but it was actually captured by the ruler of Jiujiang?" 

 

"The news came from the Lord of Yingtuo. They acted together with the Lord of Jiujiang, so there 

shouldn't be any fakes." 

 

Wujianlou didn't know how many strong people were disturbed. 

 

"The luck of the ruler of Jiujiang is too good." Many strong people are envious. 

 

They are all aware of the value of Qixinghai Source Liquid. It can be said that the **** kings are willing 

to go bankrupt in exchange for it. It may not even be replaced. 

 

Because the Qixinghai source liquid is too rare and too precious. The King of God will use it for himself, 

and will not exchange it with others. 

 

God King Wulu also got the news. 

 

"The Lord of Jiujiang got the source liquid of the Seven Stars Sea?" God King Wuluo was astonished. 

 

feeling terrible. 

 

"This kind of treasure, I don't even have a **** king, but it was obtained by a chaotic realm." God King 

Wulu seemed to be scratched by a cat's claws in his heart. 



 

Thinking of him as a **** king, he was very famous at the beginning, but because he took a wrong step, 

he offended the enemy, lost his territory, and had to devote himself to the protection of Wujianlou. 

Getting to this point is embarrassing. 

 

God King Wuluo, very poor! 

 

Even accepting apprentices is reluctant to give any treasures, and being stingy is rare among Divine 

Kings. 

 

"It would be great to give me that treasure, maybe it will solve my troubles." God King Wulu felt jealous 

in his heart. 

 

He really wanted to get this treasure. 

 

However, the incarnation of the divine power dominated by Jiujiang went back after training time in his 

cave. If he wanted to contact Wang Yi, he had to communicate through the virtual space of the Wuji 

universe. 

 

But he was not sure whether Wang Yi was willing to communicate with him or not. 

 

He also saw that the ruler of Jiujiang didn't seem to care much about himself, the **** king. 

 

There is more than one powerhouse who thinks the same as God King Wuluo, but there are not many 

powerhouses who can make the idea of Qixing Haiyuan Liquid, or are qualified to exchange. Only God 

King can pay this price. Others have self-knowledge and know Qixing Haiyuan. The treasure of liquid was 

not exchanged by themselves, but they also sent emails to Jiujiang Lord to ask about it. 

 

After getting the news, the **** kings, whether they were cultivating in seclusion, or running around, or 

busy with other things, immediately contacted the ruler of Jiujiang. 

Wang Yi didn't answer the direct call, they could only send emails. 

 



…… 

 

Baiyu Mountain. 

 

In the secret world in the mountains, Wang Yi has always had an incarnation of divine power to cultivate 

here and understand the way of will. 

 

"The ruler of Jiujiang." The Spirit Killing God King appeared. 

 

Wang Yi opened his eyes and looked at the female god-king. "Your Majesty the Spirit Killing God King, 

what are you looking for from me?" 

 

The Spirit Killing God King looked at Wang Yi with a slight smile on the corner of his mouth. 

 

"I heard that you got the Qixinghai source liquid." 

 

The expression on Wang Yi's face remained unchanged, but he was helpless in his heart. 

 

He also has the incarnation of divine power in the Infinite Universe, why can't he hear the wind in the 

Infinite Universe. 

 

He didn't read any of those call emails at all. You don't need to look at him to know what those strong 

men say. 

 

Only a few acquaintances and friends such as Luo Feng and Yuanzu said a few words. 

 

As for the rest, Wang Yi ignored it at all, just wanted to avoid trouble. 

 

But he didn't expect that all the spirit-killing **** kings would come here. 

 



"Yes, His Majesty the King of God." Wang Yi said. 

 

The Spirit Slayer God King said: "I want this Qixinghai source liquid, you can make a condition." 

 

"Treasure, secret art, source stone, chaotic crystal... as long as I can take it out, it's fine." The Spirit 

Slayer God King looked into Wang Yi's eyes. 

 

Wang Yi could see that the Spirit Killing God King really wanted the Qixinghai Source Liquid. 

 

In fact, there is not a strong person who is not moved. 

 

If it was Wang Yi, he would know that this kind of treasure fell into the hands of an eternal true god, or 

he would do everything possible to get it. 

 

If it was outside, there might be strong people who would grab it directly. 

 

In Wujianlou, they couldn't find Wang Yi's body, they could only find the incarnation of divine power. 

 

Wang Yi said, "Your Majesty the Spirit-killing God King, I don't plan to trade this Seven-Star Sea Origin 

Liquid." 

 

The Spirit Killing God King frowned slightly. 

 

"Do you want to use it yourself?" 

 

The Spirit Slayer Divine King looked at Wang Yi, "I can tell you that the Qixinghai source liquid can be 

used to cultivate clones, but the cultivation method is not that simple, and it requires an extremely large 

number of treasures, each of which makes the Divine King feel distressed. In order to cultivate and 

collect treasures, the **** king owes a lot of favors to the **** king." 

 



The Spirit Slayer God King slowed his tone, "You are not in the Chaos Realm now, the most important 

thing is to break through the God King, isn't it bad to use this seven-star sea source liquid in exchange 

for something else? This seven-star sea source liquid can make your path to becoming a **** king even 

easier Flat. You trade with me, and I won't let you suffer." 

 

In the view of the Spirit Killing God King, the temptation to become a God King should be greater than 

that of Qixinghaiyuan Liquid. 

 

The Spirit Killing God King is considered kind, but Wang Yi doesn't need such kindness. 

 

Become a **** king? For Wang Yi, it was just a matter of time, and there was no need to exchange 

Qixinghai source liquid. 

 

"Your Majesty, I have already decided." Wang Yi sighed. "I won't change this seven-star sea source 

liquid, I want to practice my clone, I'm really sorry." 

 

The Spirit Killing God King frowned even tighter. Before coming, she was quite sure to persuade Wang Yi 

to hand over the Qixinghai source liquid, but she did not expect Wang Yi to refuse so resolutely. 

 

The Spirit Killing God King's expression turned slightly cold, even if Wang Yi was a junior she admired, 

this attitude made her unhappy. 

 

In fact, Wang Yi is also helpless, but the path of cultivation is always a struggle. 

 

If there is a second copy of the seven-star sea source liquid, he really doesn't mind taking it out. In order 

to repay the favor, he can even give it to the Spirit Killing God King for free. 

 

But doesn't he only have one now? 

 

The Spirit Slayer God King was silent, as if he was thinking about how to continue to persuade Wang Yi, 

but Wang Yi stood up at this time and said, "Your Majesty, I have been with you for a while, and I have 

been disturbed for a long time, so I should leave." 

 



The Spirit Slayer God King said, "If you don't trade treasures, you can continue to practice here." She 

wouldn't be so stingy. 

 

However, Wang Yi shook his head, "No, I've been here for so many days, and I've come to understand 

that my chance to break through is not here." 

 

God-king-level will, get spiritual transformation! Uplifted mood! 

 

If it is to cultivate some secret techniques of will, the effect is very good in this secret realm, but it is not 

so simple to break through the will of the **** king. 

 

The Spirit Slayer God King did not stop him any more, watching Wang Yi leave, his eyes flickered, and he 

said softly. 

 

"This ruler of Jiujiang is very interesting..." After practicing for countless years, the Spirit Slayer God King 

has also seen countless peerless geniuses and masters of chaos, but there is only one person who gives 

her a special feeling like Wang Yi. 

 

…… 

 

The news that Wang Yi got the Qixinghai source liquid spread in the infinite universe, and even spread to 

the outside world. 

 

Many forces in the Origin Continent are all connected, and they each have spies. 

 

Many **** kings knew that Wang Yi had obtained the seven-star source liquid, and he had not yet 

returned to the station of Wujianlou. 

 

Some have no way to destroy Dongtian, too far away from them. 

 

And it is even more difficult to find a chaotic master in the boundless space. 

 



However, there are still some main body or avatars who are in charge of the god-king who destroys the 

cave. 

 

"Seven-star sea source liquid, enough for me to wait for the gods to fight, such a treasure, it is worth 

offending Wujianlou. It just so happens that I have a clone that has been destroying the cave, go and 

have a look." On the heavy earth, a black shadow stands, looking at the vast clouds, the huge shadow 

seems to be part of the vast world, he has been here for endless years, but no one has found him, at this 

moment, this shadow is standing here, but there is no one. The creature found that even the chaotic 

giant who reigned supreme in this land did not notice that a terrifying creature had always inhabited this 

place. 

 

The origin continent is vast, with countless forces, and one of them is an ancient and powerful country. 

 

It is called "Food Country". 

 

The food country is composed of the three largest tribal forces in the origin continent, and the tribal 

leader of each force is the king of gods. 

 

These are the three monarchs of the Food Kingdom. 

 

In the majestic palace ~www.mtlnovel.com~ a **** king with two heads and black horns on his 

forehead, wearing black armor and two other **** kings said, "Big brother, third sister, this opportunity 

is rare, we can not miss." 

 

Another burly man with a body like a blue rock nodded, "I'm just a master of chaos. I just want to find it 

a little troublesome. But the treasure like the Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid, I have to try it." 

 

The last woman with fiery red hair and a pair of wings behind her in red armor said, "Second brother, my 

eldest brother and I are not separated in the destruction of the cave, everything is up to you." 

 

The three monarchs of Shiguo are all **** kings. They are divided into generations according to their 

strength. The most powerful are the burly and strong men, then the two-headed men, and then the red-

haired women. Each has its own strengths. 

 



The double-headed black-horned God King grinned, "Don't worry, don't you know the strength of my 

avatar? Even the gold-devouring pagoda master who met Wujianlou is not an opponent in front of me." 

 

"But I don't think the chance is too big. After all, it's too close to primitive life, and there are several sites 

separated by it, so the situation is a bit complicated." 

 

The burly man nodded, "Just try your best." 

 

And another country in the origin continent, Tianmu Kingdom, also got news. 

 

"This secret technique..." 

 

The Divine King Zimu looked at the image that was circulated, the scene where Jiujiang dominates 

through the void. The Divine King who enslaved the beasts looked a little terrifying. 

Chapter 918: chase 

Remember [New] for a second,! Destroy the cave. 

A silver-clad world, snowflakes fluttering. 

A gold-devouring pagoda master in a golden robe appeared here, and a pair of **** eyes looked at 

Wang Yi's cave. 

"Master of Jiujiang, the main body is out, but there must be an incarnation here." The Master of the 

Gold Devouring Pagoda secretly said in his heart. 

As long as Wang Yi hides in the Wujian universe, there is no way for others to take him, because that is 

the universe of the Wujianzhuan. 

And the Master Wujian is too detached, and it is not so easy for many **** kings to want to see him. 

But in the gold-devouring tower, this is the site of the gold-devouring tower owner. 

The owner of the Gold-devouring Pagoda was quite polite, standing in front of the cave. "Master of 

Jiujiang, can we meet?" 

Wang Yi's incarnation of divine power in Dongfu naturally discovered the owner of the gold-devouring 

pagoda early, and he knew its purpose well. 

"If I don't see the domineering temperament of the owner of the Gold Eater Pagoda, he will not give 

up." Wang Yi thought to himself. 
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There are too many powerhouses who are disturbed by this Seven-Star Sea Source Liquid, and there are 

many God Kings in Wujianlou who take the initiative to contact him and want to exchange it from him. 

"Master of the Gold Devouring Pagoda, why are you here, please come in." The black-haired young man 

in a red robe walked out and smiled. 

The owner of the Gold-devouring Pagoda looked at the young man who had gained fame in Wujianlou 

with a half-smile, "If I don't come in person, I'm afraid I won't be able to see you." 

"The Lord of the Golden Pagoda is serious." Wang Yi said. 

"Haha, several **** kings have told me that they want to find you, but they can't find anyone." The 

Master of the Gold Devouring Pagoda laughed. 

The two walked into the picturesque pavilion. 

"Okay. Let's get straight to the point and say it directly." The Master of the Gold-Eating Pagoda said 

hoarsely, "Master of Jiujiang, you should be able to guess the purpose of my visit this time." 

Wang Yi nodded, "The tower owner is for the Qixinghai source liquid?" 

"Yes." The owner of the Gold-devouring Pagoda and Wang Yi sat in the pavilion, looking at the pure 

white snow outside, and said, "However, it is not for me, but for another god-king who wants to 

exchange this treasure with you, let me speak. guest." 

"Oh?" Wang Yi raised his eyebrows slightly. 

Tan Dan, the master of the Gold-devouring Pagoda, said: "Master of Jiujiang, this seven-star sea source 

liquid is indeed extremely precious, and the kings of the gods attach great importance to it, but it is not 

so easy to cultivate a clone. The seven-star sea source liquid is only one of the conditions. There are 

many requirements, Some treasures, I'm afraid it will be difficult for you to gather enough." 

"And the king of gods, it's very easy to do!" 

Wang Yi said: "It's not so easy for a **** king. I heard that it was not so easy for a **** king to cultivate 

a clone back then." 

Gold Biting Pagoda frowned and looked at Wang Yi. "That's right, it's hard for the God King to use the 

Seven-Star Sea Origin Liquid to cultivate a clone, let alone you." 

"You are a Chaos Lord, how much wealth do you have?" 

Wang Yi's face remained calm. 

Sorry. I am afraid that the wealth on my body is many times more than yours. 

Many **** kings are not as rich as Wang Yi. 

Seeing Wang Yi's unmoved appearance, the owner of the Gold Devouring Pagoda had a hint of evil spirit 

in his eyes. 

How long has it been since it has been so polite to a Chaos Lord. 



This junior in front of him seems to be a little bit ignorant. 

With high talent, what if he is appreciated by the owner of Wujie? Not really strong after all. They don't 

know how long it will take to reach the gold-devouring tower master. 

The owner of the gold-devouring pagoda was a little impatient. It was not good at persuading people, 

and this time it had to go this time because it was entrusted by others. 

Seven Star Treasure Origin Liquid, it doesn't move its mind, because it knows that if the **** king can't 

get it from Wang Yi, it won't play. 

It also has envy and jealousy towards Wang Yi in its heart. If it hadn't been bound by the oath to join 

Wujianlou, maybe it would have made small moves in private. 

It is used to being strong and domineering, and because it thinks Wang Yi is a lucky junior, it is not very 

polite to speak. 

"Let's be honest, the seven-star sea source liquid is in your hands, it's just a waste of money and waste. 

It's better to exchange some resources that are useful to you, and you can also get the friendship of the 

**** king." 

"This is the condition that the one offered." 

In front of Wang Yi, there was another picture scroll, which unfolded and radiated light. 

Wang Yi glanced at it. 

"And..." The owner of the Gold Devouring Pagoda said solemnly, "The one said that he is willing to do 

three things for you. As long as he can do it, he will try his best to do it." 

God's Promise! This condition is big enough! 

This is not an ordinary promise made casually, but a very solemn one. In other words, if Wang Yi wants 

to kill a certain god-king, if the god-king can do it, he will do it. 

One can imagine the attraction of Qixinghai Source Liquid to the God King. 

However, such treasures cannot be found in the origin continent at all. They are all spread from the 

source space, and the number of times they appear is very limited. 

This time, the Qixinghai source liquid on Wang Yi's body, too many gods wanted to get it. 

"The conditions are indeed tempting, but unfortunately I don't care about it." Wang Yi was also very 

direct. 

Although the gold-devouring pagoda master thought that he would fail, he did not expect that the 

master of Jiujiang would refuse so simply, and his face changed slightly. 

The **** mouse was filled with icy coldness, and his suffocating aura became stronger, and he stared at 

Wang Yi. 

"You refused?" 



"Yes." Wang Yi didn't seem to care about the changes in the surrounding atmosphere, and still smiled. 

"Why, exchange treasures, hello, I'm good, everyone is good." The Lord of the Gold Devouring Pagoda 

said in a low voice, "If you refuse, I can say it, that one, but I'm not very happy." 

Offend a **** king! But few Chaos Masters have the guts! 

Wang Yi looked at the Master of the Gold-Eating Pagoda. "I'm a person from the Infinity Tower." 

The Master of the Gold-devouring Pagoda said: "The Master of Infinity cannot protect you all the time." 

"Sorry, but I stick to my decision." 

The Master of the Gold-devouring Pagoda said nothing, stood up, walked out of the pavilion and looked 

at the sky. 

"In that case, I hope you can come back alive with your treasure." 

The Master of the Gold Devouring Pagoda is gone. 

Wang Yi sat in the pavilion, silently watching the Master of the Gold Devouring Pagoda leave, and 

poured himself a glass of wine. 

"This time, I guess I offended a lot of people." 

"If I wasn't from Wujianlou and had received the attention of Wujianlou, these people would probably 

do everything possible to **** it from me, right?" 

"It's just some **** kings in Wujianlou. If they hide their identities, as long as they are not discovered, 

who can say anything?" 

"In this world, after all, we still have to rely on strength to speak." 

"You can't keep the treasure without strength." 

Just like an immortal **** getting a treasure, the Venerable will be jealous and **** it. 

Your Excellency, if there is a top treasure, the Lord of the Universe will make up his mind. 

Like Wang Yi, a chaotic ruler, who got a treasure that the gods and kings envied, faced the same 

situation. 

If the treasure was obtained by a god-king, it would be fine, even if Cang Li was the ruler, or the Lord of 

the Gold-devouring Pagoda, the trouble would be less. 

But just a new Chaos Master with no background? 

Does he fit too? 

Wang Yi is also very clear about the situation he is facing. 

"Those strong people coveted the treasures on me." 

It would be great if the Qixinghai source liquid could be used up immediately. 



But if you want to cultivate your clone, it is not that simple, you need a lot of treasures, and the seven-

star sea source liquid is just the most important material. 

At the beginning, the Qingyang God King practiced clones, but he struggled for a long time. 

Therefore, those strong people know that the treasure is still on Wang Yi's body, and of course they will 

not give up easily. 

If Wang Yi could prove that he had used it, he would have no such trouble. 

At that time, even if they kill Wang Yi, they will not get the Qixinghai Origin Liquid. 

Wang Yi was sitting in the pavilion enjoying the wind and snow, thinking about it in his mind. 

"The most important thing now is to use up the seven-star sea source liquid." 

"But...to collect a lot of treasure materials." 

The method of Qixing Haiyuan Liquid to cultivate clones is also available in Wujianlou, which requires 

points contribution in exchange. 

There are not only detailed cultivation methods, but also specific treasures to be used. 

Those lists made Chaos Lord's scalp tingle. 

None of them can be expected by ordinary Chaos Masters. 

Even the Gold Devourer Pagoda Master, who is extremely wealthy in the chaotic masters, cannot afford 

to go bankrupt. 

So what the Gold Eater Pagoda Master said before, it was normal that he didn't understand Wang Yi's 

approach, because cultivating with Qixinghai Origin Liquid was really not something that Chaos Master 

could play. 

Destroy the cave, the boundless dark space, here is the power of endless destruction. 

A random wave can kill a lot of Eternal True Gods. 

Even most Chaos Masters can only explore in "shallow water". 

A black palace is advancing rapidly in the void. 

In the palace, there was Wang Yi who had just left from Lei Lie, Red Monkey, Xuan Man Master and 

others. 

Wang Yi was looking at the list and frowned. In order to cultivate the clone as soon as possible, he found 

the cultivation method from Wujianlou. 

Well, he doesn't think it's expensive, he just thinks it's troublesome. 

More importantly... 

"Even Wujianlou, you can't find all the materials?" Wang Yi was a little puzzled. 



"It's no wonder that the Qingyang Divine King has been tossing for so long, in order to collect these 

treasures, it is really difficult." 

Many treasures have no place to be exchanged. The strong get them and keep them. 

Otherwise, when you want to use it later, you can't find it. 

Those god-kings all need truly precious treasures, mostly in the form of "bartering" and rarely spread. 

"Tsk." Wang Yi shook his head, "Generally, if a **** king wants to use the Qixinghai source liquid to 

cultivate a clone, he has to lose all his belongings." 

But Wang Yi didn't care. 

There is no reason for him, but money. 

Being rich is just that. 

"Well, I took out some treasures from me, which can be exchanged for the contribution of points from 

Wujianlou. Then I can use it to exchange for the materials for the cultivation of Qixinghai Source Liquid." 

Wang Yi pondered. "Most of them can be collected, but there are still a few treasures that you have to 

find by yourself." 

"I can release the collected news through Wujianlou, but the movement is a bit loud and it's too eye-

catching." 

"Even if you hide your identity, you probably won't be able to hide it from someone with a heart. 

" 

"If that's the case, let's release it in an open and honest way." Wang Yi didn't care too much. 

What if it's noticeable? 

He is now a person from Wujianlou, backed by Wujianlou, for no reason, few **** kings will attack him 

directly. 

And with his life-saving ability, it is not so easy for the **** king to kill him. At that time, he can ask 

Wujianlou for help, and if Wujianlou intervenes, the **** king will also be afraid. 

Of course, in the eyes of some **** kings who are determined to attack Wang Yi, Wujianlou's deterrent 

effect is not that great. 

It's like there are so many chaotic masters in Wujianlou. If they wandered outside, I don't know how 

many died, and I haven't seen Wujianlou really come out a few times. 

Therefore, Wang Yi will act more discreetly and cautiously in the future. 

... 

Although he said he didn't care what others knew, Wang Yi quietly posted the news of collecting 

materials on Wujianlou. 



The real controller of Wujianlou is the "tool spirit". The acquisition request issued by a chaotic master 

like Wang Yi can hide personal information. That is to say, only the tool spirit of Wujianlou knows who is 

publishing it. 

"Or someone guesses it's me, but they don't have proof, let them guess." 

Wang Yi controlled the palace to fly towards some remote places far away from the strongholds of other 

forces. Because the closer to the core of the power site, the more monitoring methods, like those vast 

voids, but there are no restrictions. 

"This is still the site of primitive life. It will take a lot of time to fly back to the Wujianlou area from here, 

and you have to be careful about other people chasing it." 

"Seven-star sea source liquid, it should attract the **** king, I have to be careful." Wang Yi secretly said 

in his heart. 

"Just in case, the identity of a practitioner cannot be used." 

With the ability of formless and formless, Wang Yi turned into a primitive life, gave up the treasure of 

the palace, and soared in the void with his body. 

"Now, it's not that easy to find me." Wang Yi's long, dragon-like body flew freely in the void, emitting a 

dragon's roar, and the mighty pressure permeated the air. Know is a powerful Chaos Master. 

"You have to be careful on the way back. It is estimated that many people know that I will go back and 

stay in ambush. When I enter the cultivator's territory, the entry of primitive life is a bit conspicuous. I 

will become a cultivator of alien beasts." 

Wang Yi already had his own ideas, and he felt that it should be no problem for him to devour the 

golden pagoda. 

What he didn't know was that those strong men were going crazy looking for him. 

The seven-star sea source liquid has affected the hearts of many people, and many of them have been 

dispatched by the king of gods. 

It's just that some are clones and some are the body. 

"Hmph, my Kuiba is the best at checking, no matter how hidden the practitioner is, as long as I 

encounter it, I will find it immediately." A big eyeball floated in the dark wave, and the eyeball turned 

around, and the void he saw was all in the air. As if frozen. 

This is a terrifying powerhouse. 

Many strong people guessed that the Jiujiang ruler would hide when he got the treasure, but they each 

had their own means and plans. 

"Time... destiny... past... present... future..." 

Ruoyouruowu's singing misty sounded. In the void, a woman in white walked over with bare feet. 



There are eight pairs of eyes on her face, each of which seems to belong to a different life, and there is 

also a huge halo behind her, the halo is extremely dark, as if something is spying. 

"I saw the guidance of fate, the entanglement of cause and effect." 

She looked in one direction and showed a dazzling smile~www.mtlnovel.com~ Although it looks like a 

lake, I can feel that he is there..." 

The vast depths of the cave of destruction. 

Next to a huge destruction star that exudes terrifying fluctuations like a vast universe, several majestic 

figures stand. 

The aura of each figure is so powerful that the force of destruction is difficult to approach. 

"It's rare that the Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid was born. It's a pity that I can't wait." 

"Yeah, our main body still has to stay here to help that fellow Bao Liu, and we can't clone." 

"Tianji, I don't believe that your clone didn't pass." 

"Haha, Shan Peng, see what you said, I'm just joining in the fun, the treasures are not so good. There are 

many old guys attracted this time." 

Another **** king nodded, "Yes, I am bound by the oath and cannot leave here easily." 

"You said that the Lord of Baoliu paid such a big price and energy this time, and also invited us to come 

over and set up in the ruined cave for so long, can it be successful?" 

Chapter 919: The plan of the Lord of Boru 

Remember [New] for a second,! The **** kings discussed, but no one thought of leaving. 

One is that the place of the incident was in the place of primitive life, and the journey was far away. 

When they passed by, the chaotic master of the Wujianlou still didn’t know where he went. Not every 

god-king is good at predicting, detecting and disguising, and many came here. It's all luck. 

The second is that there is an area of primitive life after all. Primitive life has an agreement with other 

forces. After all, it is a bit unruly for the **** king to enter. If he encounters the **** king of primitive 

life, it is even more prone to conflict. 

Primitive life is there, but there are some terrifying powerhouses. 

Since the **** kings present can make up a bunch of them, their strength is not very good at the **** 

king level. The strongest is only the **** king of Shanpeng, but they have not reached the second level 

of **** kings, they are all first level, but their strength is There is a slight difference, and it really 

conflicts with the terrible **** kings of primitive life, all of which are not enough for one Kuizu to fight. 

In the Origin Continent, there are many **** kings, but most of them are the gods of the universe, and 

they just bring one of the lines of a path to the end, such as the king of Tianji, the king of Baoliu, the king 

of Shanpeng, the king of Jin ( Sitting on the mountain) ... and so on is like this. 
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There are a lot less people on the second level of the Universe God, like the Spirit Slayer God King. They 

both take the two veins of a Dao to the end and merge to become the second level of the Universe God, 

but after integrating other veins, their strength will improve. , but not too exaggerated. 

As for the third level of the universe god... that is the ultimate existence that comprehends and fuses all 

the meridians of one path and reaches the ultimate. 

Like the Dao of Flame, there are ten meridians, and the ten meridians are fully understood, that is the 

ultimate state. 

Void Road, there are nine meridians, nine meridians comprehend, that is also the ultimate state. 

The ultimate realm, as the highest level of the universe god, the realm that every **** king aspires to 

achieve, is also a peak in the origin continent, and the number is also a mystery. 

In the outside world legends, the Master of Wujian, the Master of Jieshan Palace, and the King of Dayue 

all suspected to have reached this state, but there was no real confirmation. 

The primitive beings and the ancients certainly did not reach this level, but they add up to a large 

number of **** kings, and they are also a powerful force. 

If you can reach the ultimate state, then you can look down on the origin continent and run wild. 

Every god-king's tireless cultivation aims to reach this state. 

The master of Baoliu has planned endless years, expended effort, and paid a huge price to make 

arrangements in the destruction of the cave, but also to go further. 

Being able to become a **** king, the will of the spiritual realm is extremely terrifying and unshakable. 

Even if they experience baptism for a long time, they will not give up the idea of becoming stronger. 

"Seven-star sea source liquid is rare, but since we have signed a contract with the Lord of Baoliu and got 

the benefits, we shouldn't join in the fun," said the God King of Heavenly Sacrifice. 

The Heavenly Sacrifice God King is a fat man wearing a gorgeous purple royal robe, with a smile. 

"Indeed, let the primitive life and other forces toss." Other **** kings didn't have much thought. They 

still have the ethos of doing things when they take advantage of others. 

The most important thing is that they have no way to determine the position of the Chaos Lord, and 

they have no strength to grab it. 

So it was fun. 

"Haha, thank you for your understanding, I, Bao Liu, are very grateful. After this is done, there will be 

another big gift." Lord Bao Liu came from nowhere and walked over with a smile. 

The lord of Shanpeng, who looked like a silver Dapeng bird, said coldly and impatiently: "Bao Liu, you are 

finally here. After so long, can you give me a word." 

The other god-kings also looked at the Lord of Bao Liu. 

The Lord of Baoliu has been tossing with them two times of reincarnation in the destruction of the cave. 



Even for the God-king, time is not meaningless and cannot be wasted arbitrarily. 

After all, according to some ancient secrets, it can be inferred that their origin continent may be 

destroyed. 

If you want to escape this fate, you must have the ability to leave the origin continent to survive, but 

outside the origin continent is a mysterious and terrifying space, and ordinary **** kings cannot survive 

for too long. 

If you want to survive, you have to keep getting stronger. 

Lord Baoliu was still smiling. "Don't worry, everyone, I know you've worked hard, don't worry, the 

arrangement is almost done, there's only a few opportunities and time away, and it will be over soon." 

When the other **** kings heard it, their faces became loose. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice, who has a good relationship with the Lord of Baoliu, even smiled and 

said: "If you can succeed, Baoliu, you should go further, so congratulations in advance." 

The Lord of Baoliu said humbly: "The matter has not yet succeeded, but I am somewhat confident." 

"It's good to have some confidence. We can't even see the hope of breaking through." 

"Who made us not as rich as Baoliu?" The other **** kings said, and they helped Baoliu Kingdom Lord. 

First, Baoliu Kingdom Lord offered a bargaining chip that could not be refused, and secondly, they 

wanted to break through from Baoliu Kingdom Lord. Get inspiration here. 

Lord Shanpeng watched coldly. He was ambitious and always wanted to expand his country and get 

more resources. 

In fact, most of the **** kings in front of him are his obstacles. 

Especially the Lord of Baoliu, not only was he envious of being rich, but he was especially good at the 

way of formation, and he also communicated widely, which made him very jealous. 

He originally wanted to refuse the invitation of the Lord of Baoliu, but after considering it, he still 

agreed. 

Compared with expanding power, he wants to break through. 

There is not a god-king who does not want to go further on the path of cultivation. 

What's more, he also knows that even if he refuses, the Lord of Baoliu can go to other gods for help. 

"The Lord of Baoliu is good at the way of formation. He studied and observed the essence and mystery 

of the destruction of the cave, and found the law. He wants to create a node by destroying the stars and 

open the door to the source space." Lord Shanpeng thought. 

Since the Lord of Baoliu asked them to help, he did not hide many things, and the Lord of Shanpeng 

probably understood the plan of the Lord of Baoliu. 

The purpose is the original space! 



"It is indeed a fantastic idea, and it is a bold idea." Shan Peng also marveled. 

But only the Lord of Baoliu can do this. Because only the Lord of Bao Liu is good at the way of formation. 

Not to mention, it is necessary to discover the law of destroying Dongtian, and arrange the formation 

here. 

To achieve this step, there are many difficulties, and the Lord of Baoliu can't do it himself, so he can only 

invite the God King to help. 

Paying the price is unimaginable, and the Lord of Baoliu has also tried his best. 

The Lord of Baoliu communicated with these **** kings, and he was also very clear about the thoughts 

of these **** kings. 

Of course, he didn't give up all his plans and basins. 

"Everyone is envious of me, but it's so easy to open the portal to the source space, let alone how much 

hard work I've done for this day." Lord Baoliu sighed in his heart, looking at the dark void in front of him. 

Through the nodes arranged in the cave of destruction, the waves of destruction, the lines connected, 

he vaguely grasped some power. 

This is the power of the formation. 

If the formation he laid out is a chessboard~www.mtlnovel.com~ and the nodes are "Destroy the Stars", 

then he is a chess player. 

The Lord of Baoliu is faintly excited, this is a magnificent chess game! 

Even the Lord of Bao Liu felt that his path was vaguely clearer. 

"Well, as long as Destroying the Stars doesn't riot casually and maintains the stability of the situation in 

front of you, it's almost stable." Lord Baoliu secretly said in his heart. 

After all, the key nodes of the formation are to destroy the stars one by one. If a few suddenly explode 

during the operation, the trouble will be big, and his process may fail. 

However, the Lord of Baoliu monitors the large-scale dark space through the formation method, mainly 

to observe the movements of those destroying stars, and finds that this kind of thing should not happen 

in the near future. 

There is no way that a star of destruction will pop up out of thin air within the range of his formation, 

and then explode with a bang. 

how can that be possible. 

Chapter 920: hide and seek 

Fall in love with youkanshu.com, devour the starry sky 

Wang Yi's transformation into a primordial life with his 'invisible form', it can be said that the 

camouflage is flawless and flawless. 
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Even if the King of God wanted to see through it, it would be difficult. 

After several waves of searchers discovered that Wang Yi was a primitive being, they ignored it after a 

brief look at it, allowing him to fool around easily. 

"Boom." 

Wang Yi also saw the conflict between practitioners and primitive beings. 

The cultivators came in, which indeed made the muddy waters more muddy, the forces were chaotic, 

and it was more convenient for Wang Yi to act. 

Practitioners, even indigenous, primitive beings have come, making Wang Yi feel a little pressure. 

"Fortunately, I have the ability to change form and form, plus the treasure of Soul Transformation Pearl, 

they can't see through the disguise, otherwise it would be really troublesome." 

But Wang Yi is not too superstitious about the ability to be "invisible and invisible". 

Along the way, there was always an inexplicable sense of being watched, even though it was very 

impersonal. 

Wang Yi knew that at this moment, he did not know how many strong people were thinking about him. 

"I, Wang Yi, have traveled the world for a lifetime, relying on nothing but being cautious." Wang Yi said 

to himself. 

Looking at the darkness ahead, Wang Yi always felt that there was a hidden murderous intention. 

"Those strong people have very strange methods. I'd better be careful." 

"Let's change paths." 

Wang Yi chose to change the route without hesitation and take a detour. 

In the Wujianlou stronghold, I don't know how many strong people are waiting for him to plunge into it, 

he will not be so foolish to throw himself into the trap. 

"Avoid the limelight first." Wang Yi looked at the dark space and pondered. "I don't believe it anymore. 

Destruction Cave is so big. If you can keep looking for it, I will play hide-and-seek with you." 

"I remember that the front is an area of the ancients." 

Wang Yi thought about it for a while, turned into a native of the ancient clan, and swaggered towards 

the ancient clan's territory. 

Seeing a cultivator flying over from a distance, Wang Yi shouted loudly. 

"Hey, that thief in front of you, what are you doing here with us?" 

The 'Dragon Mirage Master' who was stopped was a little stunned. 

It looked at the strong man with fangs flying over, with a strong chaotic aura, and knew that he was a 

strong man among the natives. 



Originally wanted to get angry, but thinking that it was someone else's territory, a large group of helpers 

might jump out with a casual greeting, but the Dragon Mirage Lord still endured it. 

"I was passing by, I'll go now..." The Dragon Mirage Master explained. The implication is that you don't 

want to conflict with each other. 

Wang Yi carelessly flew to the other side, glanced at him, and thoughtfully. "I think your old boy looks 

familiar... By the way, are you the master of the dragon mirage of practitioners?" Wang Yi finally 

remembered. 

In Wujianlou, Wang Yi had some impressions after seeing the information about the powerful people in 

the origin continent collected by Wujianlou. 

And "The Mirage Lord" is one of them. 

The reason why he recognized it all at once was of course because this "Master Mirage" was an "old 

acquaintance". 

When Wang Yi and Yuanzu first came to the Origin Continent, the place where they landed was near the 

'Dragon Mirage River'. 

And the 'Dragon Mirage River' is the territory of the 'Dragon Mirage Lord' in front of him. 

At that time, the Dragon Mirage Lord was the supreme overlord in that area, and the city lords of all 

forces in the territory had to be courtiers and pay tribute. This is the reason why they tried to capture 

the Void True God at all costs, but they were killed by Wang Yi. But at that time, Wang Yi and the others 

were the strongest only the Eternal True God. 

Now that the three reincarnation eras have passed, Wang Yi is already the master of chaos, and he is 

stronger than the master of the dragon mirage, so he can look down on it with a condescending 

attitude. 

This change of identity also made Wang Yi sigh in his heart. 

Master Long Mirage was puzzled by Wang Yi's strange eyes, what are you doing with your thick 

eyebrows and big eyes, staring at me all the time. 

The reason why the Dragon Mirage Lord appeared here is because it has been in the Dragon Mirage 

River for a long time. 

As a result, it didn't take long for the 'Seven Star Sea Source Liquid' to be born, and it was taken away by 

a chaotic master of the Wujielou. 

Originally, this kind of thing has nothing to do with the loose cultivator like Dragon Mirage Master. 

But the bounties from those forces made it move. 

"Although I don't have the ability to compete, as long as I discover the ruler of Jiujiang, I can receive a 

large bounty from those forces." Master Long Mirage thought so. 

Many powerful people who were attracted here also hold this idea. 



This is also the reason why a large number of strong people have appeared here in such a short period 

of time. 

"I'm the Master Dragon Mirage, if I have nothing to do, I'll leave." The Master Dragon Mirage said. It has 

no interest in indigenous people. 

"Master Dragon Mirage, this is our ancient clan, what are you doing here?" Wang Yi said deliberately. 

"I said I was passing by." The Dragon Mirage Lord snorted. 

"Passing by? I'll believe it for now, um, get out." Wang Yi said lazily. 

"You—" Lord Mirage was a little angry. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi stared, and an evil air appeared. "Why, you don't agree and want to do it?" 

Seeing the malicious appearance of the other party, the dragon mirage master endured it. 

In the indigenous territory, the Dragon Mirage Lord would not be so unwise. 

After all, it is the master of chaos who has lived for countless years, and the mind of the master of 

dragon mirage is still very clear. 

The Dragon Mirage Master endured his anger and left, Wang Yi looked at its figure and pondered. 

From the dragon mirage master, Wang Yi found that there are really many people looking for him. 

In the entire origin continent, no one knows how many forces are involved. Even a top force like 

Wujianlou cannot openly stop it. After all, a place like Destruction of Cave Heaven is not the final say in 

Wujielou. 
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"Outside the Wujianlou stronghold, there must be a **** king." Wang Yi concluded. "Even the entrance 

and exit of the destruction of the cave may be guarded by someone." Wang Yi also felt a little pressure. 

"For the treasures, they are crazy enough, and the Wujianlou is not given any face." Although the 

Wujianlou is the top force of practitioners, it can't cover the sky with one hand. 

There are only more than 20 **** kings in Wujianlou, and the other forces add up to ten times it. With 

so many forces acting together, how can they be afraid of a Wujianlou. 

As long as the benefits are sufficient, even the Divine King of Wujianlou dares to besiege them. 

A mere chaotic master, what is it? He is not a disciple of the Wujianzhuan. 

Even the disciples of Master Wujian have not been killed. 

"It would be best if I could devour the Golden Pagoda, but the risk of going back is very high. Even if I 

want to leave the ruined cave, it is not safe." Wang Yi understood the current situation in his 

heart~www.mtlnovel.com~ and the powerhouse of Wujianlou, Not trustworthy either. " 

During this period of time, it wasn't that the God King of Wujianlou contacted him and wanted to 

receive him. 



But Wang Yi did not trust them. 

Who knows if it is a helper or a killer. 

Even if they don't directly attack Wang Yi, it is possible to secretly spread the news to other forces. 

"Now I can only hide temporarily." Wang Yi flew into the dark space with a sneer at the corner of his 

mouth. "It depends on whether you have the ability to find me. Want treasure? How can you do it 

without paying a price." Wang Yi was also arrogant. These forces chased him like this and regarded him 

as their prey, which also made his heart ignite. 

And in a distant place, the boy in gray, who was transformed into a world beast, was walking with the 

two masters of chaos. 

"Brother Jie, this time we are involved in the search. If we are lucky, we may be able to find the ruler of 

Jiujiang. As long as we delay a little, we can make a lot of money from those forces. Don't worry, I, 

Linsha, do things the fairest. I will give you a share, as for the investigation, leave it to me, I am good at 

this, and the rest is up to you." A girl who has not known each other for a long time, with a silver-white 

metallic texture and an antenna-like metal probe erected on top of her head has a serious expression. 

said. 

"Yes, yes." Another beast with a chubby beard like a seal said with a smile. 

With the addition of an ordinary gray-robed boy with a dull expression, this is the temporary 

combination of the three masters of chaos. 

The avatar of the world beast nodded in agreement, but his heart was dripping. 

It feels like you are here to make soy sauce. 

Find someone? The direction of flight is wrong. 

 


